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Oharta means family.

Family means nobody gets left behind, or forgotten.

— Lilo & Stitch
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RESUMEN

En la actualidad se ha hecho indispensable el uso de sistemas ca

paces de encontrar la información relevante a una consulta dada en

la inmensidad de la Web. Dichos sistemas se denominan motores de

búsqueda de los cuales Google es el más famoso. Si bien dichos mo
tores dan buenos resultados en cuanto a tiempo de respuesta, relevan
cia y popularidad, la implementación de sistemas con mayores capaci
dades se ha vuelto una necesidad creciente. Ejemplos de dichas ca

pacidades es la categorización de los resultados por el tipo de página,
el análisis del contexto de los resultados, la posibilidad de comparar
consultas similares, la identificación de grupos a favor y en contra, y
la caracterización de sitios de riesgo.
En esta tesis se busca dar los fundamentos para la creación de di

chos sistemas mediante el uso de técnicas de reconocimiento de emo

ciones y sentimientos. Partiendo de la idea de que la mayor parte
de las opiniones se relacionan con emociones y sentimientos, en este

trabajo se busca segregar los resultados aportados por un motor de

búsqueda en base a su contenido emocional/sentimental. Dicho agru
pamiento permitirá formar una caracterización de los diversos tipos
de páginas, interpretar la opinión de la comunidad acerca de la con

sulta, y encontrar sitios a favor y en contra.
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ABSTRACT

The data in the Web has increased to the point that to access it, the

use of specialized systems are needed. These systems are commonly
named search engines, where Google is the most famous and em

ployed. The focus of the search engines is to provide the user with

a list of the most relevant results to a query in the minimum time

required with no human intervention during the process.

Even with the most efficient of the current systems, It is quite ap

parent the necessity to design and implement new capabilities. For

example, topic categorization, page context analysis, opinión identifi

cation and characterization of risk groups are tasks that could greatly

impact in the user experience.
Most of the previous examples can be related to finding the opin-

ions expressed for each result. Commonly, opinions are associated

with emotional or sentimental expressions. This allows the identifica

tion and characterization of diverse groups by categorizing them into

communities with similar emotional patterns. Furthermore, the emo

tional content present in the communities can be analyzed to conform

the community current opinión. Thus, with an interface implementa
tion and further process refinement, the proposed system could allow

the comparison between similar queries by identifying the common

emotional response and generating executive reports for the user.
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We have seen that computer programming is an art,

because it applies accumulated knowledge to the world,

because it requires skill and ingenuity, and especially
because it produces objects of beauty.

— Donald E. Knuth [22]
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Partí

INTRODUCTION

"Truth is ever to be found in simplicity, and not in the

multiplicity and confusión of things."— Frank E. Manuel

[28]



PROBLEM DEFINITION

The purpose of this works is the design and implementation of a sys
tem capable of analyzing the Web data of an heterogeneous page set.

Giving that in most cases, pages from different sites do not have a

common scheme or organization, this system required another type
of metric. The selection of the sentiment and emotion detection met

rics obeys to the personal conviction that every human task involves

emotions. Here, the methods and techniques to process and analyze
text and documents put together the emotion metrics and clustering

algorithms to conform the base of this new system in Web Analysis.
In particular this system will opérate in the following way:

Obtaining a initial page set related to a query made in a Web

search engine.

• Representing the data stored in each page by using a word vec

tor.

Clustering the pages into page communities with similar emo

tional output.

•

Graphically representing the data by using graph techniques.

Interpreting the data in a simple report for the user.

Each one of these tasks is done by one or more system modules, and

each of them will be further explained in the next chapters.
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PROBLEM RATIONALE

Giving the enormous quantity of data in the Web, specialized systems
to search, organize and analyze the data, have become a necessity.
The most commonly employed system in this area is the Web search

engine whose processes are explained in(Sec: 3.2). While the use of

this kind of systems have become generalized, many problems still

remain and new ones are appearing. Modern day technology needs

a way to transform and represent the Web data into structures that

facilitate their processing. The Web data have two important aspects
that must be observed differently, the data present in the Web page

and the relationships between the pages. It is common enough to use

graphs to represent the latter aspect, where many approaches have

appeared to quantify and analyze them. While the research of the

the most relevant works in this area is briefly approached, this thesis

focus on the Web page data.

It is our hope to contribute in the development of a new systems

designed to consider one of the principal human qualities, the emo

tion expression. This can be accomplished by designing a system that

can analyze an initial set with hundreds of thousand pages by repre

senting each page into a vector form, and clustering the pages based

in their emotional similitude.
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Part II

STATE OF THE ART

"It ain't the guns ñor armament, Ñor funds that they can

pay, But the cióse co-operation, That makes them win the

day.lt ain't the individual, Ñor the army as a whole, But

the everlasting team-work Of every bloomin' soul."— Ma

són J. Knox [21]



DEFINITIONS & METRICS

In this chapter, the definition of a selection of metrics and terms is

given, and while some of the approached topics may appear to be

basic to the knowledgeable, this term selection seek to provide the

reader with all the tools to comprehend the rest of this work with

out the presumption of previous knowledge in the area. Therefore,

this section is intended to be used as a reference and to provide a

comprehensive list of related articles for the reader perusal.
The definitions and metrics in this section can be grouped into two

áreas, Graph Theory and Web Analysis. For each area, the most rele

vant information is provided covering not only the topics approached

by this thesis, but also the related works where some of the ideas

aróse.

3-1 GRAPH THEORY

Most of the definitions in this section come from the text book "Graph

Theory with Applications" [3]. Thus, any course in graph theory
will give the reader enough information to understand the topics ap

proached by this work. The drafting of this section obeys the desire

to give the reader all the required knowledge to fully understand

this work without making any assumption about previous knowl

edge about the topic. As a first step let give the reader a formal defi

nition of a graph.

Definition 1. A formal description ofa graph can be given as a triplet

G = {V(G),E(G),F(G)},

where V(G) is a set of vértices, E(G) is a set of edges, and F(G) is an

incidencefunction that associates each edgefrom E(G) with a pair ofvértices

from V{G). Where V RE =<Z).

The following the previous definition take us to the concept of vér

tex. A vértex can be better understood as the graphical representation
of one of the elements being studied, normally also called a node and

it is most often detailed as a small bullet in the graph. Also, the de

scription of the relationships between vértices is primordial. They are

normally represented as edges, and this relationships can represent

any number of things from the distance between two cities to a link

between two Web pages, where the cities and the Web pages would

be represented by the graph nodes. This relationships are normally

9



10 DEFINITIONS & METRICS

seen as association functions between nodes. The most common as

sociation functions are the incidence and the adjacency relationships,

which are explained in the following definition:

Definition 2. Given a graph G = {V(G),E(G),F(G)}, we have the fol

lowing concepts:

1. The vértices v¡,VjeV(G) at the end ofa edge ekeE(G) are said to be

incident to the edge and vice versa.

a) Two vértices Vi,VjeV{G) are adjacent iff there exists an edge

e__eE(G) that is incident to both.

b) The degree ofa vértex ü, is defined as the total number of edges

incident to vt. In directed graphs in-degree is the total number of

input edges to v¡, and out-degree the total ofthe output edges.

Given these essential concepts of the graph structure, the following

concepts will provided a way to categorize graphs. First, between this

concepts is the definition of a loop:

Definition 3. A loop is generated when both vértices associated by an edge
are the same. A walk between a pair of vértices is an alternating succession

of vértices and edges, where every vértex in the sequence is adjacent to the

preceding andfollowing edges.

Many graphs of interest are simple graphs, a simple graph can be

defined with the previous concept as:

Definition 4. A simple graph is one that includes no loops or different edges
that associate the same pair ofvértices. A graph is connected if exists a walk

between any pair of vértices in the graph. In a directed graph each edge is

associated a direction, a similar case occurs with weighted graphs.

An specific example of simple graphs is the tree family which is

a powerful tool in the area of computer science for their capacity in

creating economic structures to store and access data, in addition to

representing the computer science concept of recursión. Another im

portant tool is the matrix representation of a graph. While a graph
can help to clearly visualize the internal relationships of a problem
and to condense great amounts of information, most computer pro

grams access this information by using a matrix representation and

no a graphical one. The most common matrix representations are the
incidence and the adjacency matrix formally defined as:

Definition 5. For an incidence matrix M(G), the columns represent edges
and the rows vértices, each valué m_j in the matrix is given by the number

of incident edges e¡ in a vértex v¡ (o,i, or 2). In the adjacency matrix A{G)
both columns and rows represent vértices where each valué in the matrix a

ís given by the number of edges that join the vértices pair.
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Also, because many works employ the idea for implementing clus

tering algorithms, the definition of clique must be given:

Definition 6. In an unweighted graph G, a clique is a sub-graph H

where each pair of vértices, v\, v%eH, is connected by an edge.

To end this section, the reader is presented with the most common

representation of the Web in the works studied here.

3.1.1 The Web as a Graph

One of the most relevant applications of graph theory for this work

is the web graphical representation [6]. The web can be represented
as a graph where each vértex represents a page, and the edges repre
sent links between pages. Based in the information provided by such

graph, and its adjacency matrix, it is possible to develop models for

Web Search Engines [43, 36, 20, 19, 14], Phishing Automatic Detection

[27, 26, 46], Communities Detection [39] and Plagiarism Detection

[37/ 7l-

3.2 WEB ANALYSIS

The second area to be studied is Web Analysis. In this work, Web

Analysis refers to the set of techniques, methods and tools to extract

and comprehend the Web information. The most common perception
between the Web users is that the Web pages text conform the princi

pal source of data in the Web, while is true that the page text is an im

portant part of the data, the previous idea ignore many other sources

like the pages structure, the linkage data or the different kinds of con

tent stored by the page. Many of this topics are research áreas for the

Web Analysis, and in this section the reader is given concepts of the

most common approaches to Web Analysis: The Web Text Analysis
and the Analysis of the Web structure.

In this thesis, the Web Text Analysis conforms the central part be

ing necessary to identify the emotions and sentiments displayed in

each page. The second area, when combined with the data obtained

in the first steps, together with the Web text analysis, can provide new

opportunities for more intensive techniques. Example of this would

be to refine the clustering process from a total page set to the clus

tering of site pages giving the user a detailed information about the

relations between sites.

3.2.1 Text Analysis: Concepts, Definitions & Metrics

Most of the approaches for Web Text Analysis are direct implemen
tations of Text Analysis methods and techniques. Therefore, in this
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section, the principal concepts and metrics employed in Text Analy

sis are given. Many of these were not employed in a direct manner

in this thesis, but served as inspiration for the proposed process of

sentiment and emotion identification implemented during this work.

Thus, first, a series of concepts are defined making possible
to explore

the most common metrics currently in use.

While some of the early approaches sought to analyze all the text,

word for word or even letter by letter, most of the current ones
charac

terize a document in a way that makes it
easier to handle through spe

cial representations. In this section, the concepts of two approaches

are given: the conformation of shingles, and the representation by a

page vector. The metrics employed by each approach are
described in

each of the following parts.

3.2.1.1 Shingles

For the shingles [7] approach two simple concepts are needed.

Definition 7. A token can be seen as a contiguous sequence ofioords, letters

or lines. A contiguous sub-sequence of tokens contained in a document, D,

is named a shingle and It is represented by the function S{D,w), where w

indicate the shingle size.

With the previous definition, the idea of representing a document

by shingles can be visualized as follows: Be document C the original

by defining the tokens as words, the document is broken into a set

of shingles of n-length. Therefore, each shingle can be seen as a set

of words, and depending from the method employed repeated words

can be eliminated. This process ignores all the non-words elements in

the document permitting to transform it into a canonical form, which

means that any two documents that differ only in formatting will be

reduced to the same set of shingles.
Once the shingle set of a document is obtained it is possible to

define the containment and the resemblance between a pair of docu
ments.

Definition 8. The resemblance between a pair of documents can be mea

sured by the rate of common shingles over the total number of shingles in

both documents. In a similar way the containment of document A in an

other will be the number common shingles over the total number of shingles
in document A.

Once the concepts for these topics are given, it is time to present
the metrics employed in this area. As a first metric, the resemblance
between two documents can be expressed:

u B) ____\S{A,w)nS(B,w)\
1

,IS)-\S(A,w)US(B,w)\' W

Also, the containment of a document A into B is defined as:
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S(A,w)
v '

Even when the two previous formulas are useful for Web Analysis
process for finding plagiarism in the Web [37, 27, 7], it is important
to note that the formula for the resemblance of two documents is not

a proper metric because it does not obeys the triangle inequality. To
solve this problem, a new modification must be made to the formula,
thus defining a metric:

d(A,B) = l-r(A,B). (3)

3.2.1.2 Page Vectors

For the second idea, We believe that any document can be represented
as a vector where each component stores the times a certain word ap

pears in the page. While by itself this can be unmanageable, when

properly delimited it can become an useful tool. Instead of counting
each word as a sepárate entity each vector component can store the

number of words pertaining to a certain aspect present in the page.
Even more, by dividing the valué of each component over the total

number of page words, the percent of the text related to an specific
aspect can be calculated. This thesis uses the last type of vector de

nominated as a percentile emotion vector to characterize the total

page set. The principal idea is to find the percent of related text to

any emotion of sentiment category studied.

To better understand the previous words let introduce a fundamen
tal part of this thesis, the emotion Lexicon[32]. An emotion lexicón

can be seen as an especial kind of dictionary. For this consider that
words can be associated with emotions or sentiments. For example,
both yummy and delightful express joy while cry may indicate sad

ness. So, in the work "NRC Emotion Lexicón" [29] a dictionary that
stores the the emotional and sentimental relationships of each word
instead of their meaning was created. This lexicón is freely provided
for research purposes at the official site [29].
Each element in the lexicón can be seen as a vector, which stores

the word and its relation to each sentimental and emotional cate

gory. The relationship of a word with the ith, i = 1,2,..., n, emo
tional or sentimental class can be represented formally by the indi

cator function<5„,(í), where Sw(i) = 1 indicates that the word evokes

the emotion or sentiment, and Sw(i) = 0 represents the opposite.
In (Sec. 4.2) will give a more in deep detail of both the process to

conform an emotion lexicón [32], and diverse works [30, 33, 31] that

employ this lexicón to perform a sentiment analysis.
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3.2.1.3 The Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance [24] can be visualized as a measuring of

the difference between two sequences of characters,
i.e. the minimum

number of single characters edits needed
to transform one character

sequence into the other.

Commonly denominated the edit distance, it was discovered by

Vladimir Levenshtein in 1965 [[24]], and it is mostly employed when

working with string alignments between character sequence pairs.

The recursive function is defined as:

lev*,b(ü j) = '

min <

max(i, j) if min{i, j) = 0,

leva,b(i,j-l) + l
Otherwise.

[lev^ii-hj-V + lai^bj]
(4)

Given the single character edits (insertion, deletion and substitu

tion), establishing the upper and lower bounds of the function is pos

sible: The Levenshtein distance is at most the length of the longer

string, and at least the difference of the sizes of the two strings. For

example, the Levenshtein distance between kitten and sitting equals

3 necessary edits, while the distance between pepsi and coke is 5, and

the distance between cake and coke is 1.

3.2.1.4 The Hamming Distance

The Hamming distance [13] is a metric used with strings pairs of the

same length, and it is defined as the number of positions in which the

corresponding symbols are different. Compared with the previous

metric, it measures the number of substitutions required to change
one string into another of the same length. It can also can visualized

as the minimum number of errors that could have transformed one

string into another.

For a fixed length n, the Hamming distance is a metric on the vector

space of the words of length n, and can be defined in a similar way
to the Levenshtein distance. As an example the Hamming distance

between "toned" and "roses" is 3, given that the letters in the i°,3°,
and 50 positions are different, so to change one string into the other

we will require to replace three symbols. Another way to see the pre
vious example is that after transmitting the first string the minimum

number of possible errors at the reception point is 3.

3.2.1.5 The ]aro-Winkler Distance.

The Jaro-Winkler distance [16] was designed to measure the similarity
of two strings and it is classified as an edit distance type. It is given by
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a continuous function in the range of [0,1], where the function score

is normalized such a valué of "1" implies an exact match, and a "o"

valué no similarity at all. It is used the record linkage area to detect

duplicates because it is best suited for the comparison of short strings.
This distance counts the number of matching characters but also in

cludes the idea of transposition. The characters that occur in both

strings but are not in the same position become transposed charac

ters, being the number of transpositions equal to difference between

their positions. Then, the Jaro distance can be mathematical defined

as:

i, -l' "m-°
<5>

U(ft + ]S| + !SÍ) "'torote

where m is the number of matching characters and t is half the

number of transpositions. Two characters are considered a match if

they are the same and not farther than a number of transpositions.
The number of transpositions for two strings sj and S2 is given by the

following formula:

m«x(|s-,|,|s2|)1
_ x (6)

The Jaro-Winkler distance employs a prefix scale to favor strings
that match the beginning of a set prefix with length l. Thus, it is

possible to define the Jaro-Winkler function as:

dw =

dj + (ip{l
-

dj)), (7)

where d, is the Jaro distance for strings s\ and S2, t is the length of

the common prefix up to 4 characters, and p is the constant scaling
factor for how much the score is elevated by containing common pre
fixes. The valué of p is commonly 0.1 and it should not exceed 0.25.

Also, it is important to clarify that this distance does not complies
with the triangle inequality.

3.2.2 Structural Web Analysis: Concepts & Definitions

The Web Analysis has incorporated techniques and methodologies

[27, 26] to comprehend the structure of both the pages and the Web

itself. While most approaches focus on the Web structure, this section

also comments about the use of the visual structure of a page which

can be useful attaining and representing new data in the nodes of a

typicalWeb graph. For the Web structure analysismost works depend
on building a crawler to gather the linking data that represents the

relationships between the pages of a network.
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3.2.2.1 Crawling in the Web

Given the most common idea to visualize the Web as graph where

the pages are represented by nodes
and the edges represent links, the

Web crawler [12] has become an almost
essential tool to perform any

Web Analysis. As such, the crawler programs
are highly diversified

as they are produced with a wide range of necessities
in mind. Here,

it is given a set of specific task that a general crawler
should perform

independently of its configuration:

To enter a initial page.

To obtain all links in the page.

To store the linking data and to repeat the process with all the

linked pages.

Most of the time the linking data is stored as adjacency or incidence

matrix, and each page is given an identifier for easier operation.
When

one page has more than one link to another one, some procedures

add a "weight" to the edge representing the link, this weight is equal

to the number of links from page A to page B. Even if the process it

self appears simple, many considerations should be made to avoid an

ampie range of problems like the cyclic nature of the Web, the algo

rithms processing time and even the technical legalities of accessing
and indexing the Web pages

1

3.2.2.2 Page Structural Analysis

While most works in the area focus in gathering the linking data of

the Web or sub-net to conform a structure analysis it should be noted

that the page structure itself could provide useful insights that should

be taken into account. Many elements apart from the text can be taken

from a page, and the analysis of this elements can provide the data

to solve diverse problems. Examples of these ideas are the works fo

cused on finding phishing sites [27, 26] where a characterization of

the each page is compared with the parameters of a target page. The

most common characteristics employed for the structural analysis of
a Web page are:

• Visual theme

Page text

Domains ñame

Google assigned Page Rank

Age of domain

1

http://www.bna.com/legal-issues-raised-by-the-use-of-web-crawling-and-scraping-
tools-for-analytics-purposes/
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Suspicious characters in the URL

• The appearance of known images.

The similarity between each characteristic is often determined by a

metric dependent of the characteristic type. For example, the domain

similarity will employ a text metric as the Levenshtein distance to

compare an URL with the previously added to identify repeated links

or links that try to emulate other pages.

3.3 CLUSTERING

3.3.1 The Concept Definition

Intuitively, clustering refers to the grouping of individuáis or objects
in a way that those in the same group /cluster are more similar with

respect to a certain metric than to those of others groups/clusters.

Definition 9. Given a set of elements S = e-*, e_\, ..., em, a subset C

is called a cluster if Vx,y 6 C,Vz ¿ C => d(x,z) < d(x,y), where

d: S x S -.Risa distance function between the elements in S.

Once the concept of cluster has been defined, it is easy to see that

clustering is not a method by itself, but a task to be solved. In its

inception clusteringwas developed by Driver and Koeber in 1932 [23]
in anthropology to evalúate the quantitative expression of cultural

relationships.

Many approaches andmetrics have been researched, with each area

and application seeking to optimize the process for the data and ob

jectives specific to it. Thus, given the general clustering definition,

many interpretations of cluster have emerged and with each one a

new model is generated to fit the particular interpretation. Most of

them take the ideas from other áreas to build a more specific defi

nition of a cluster. In this work, we explain the most common ideas

about clustering, and we focus on the Quasi Clique Merger Method

(QCM) for clustering [35].
Most clustering models are based in the following ideas [11]:

The distance connectivity.

Graphs interpretation.

Statistical distributions.

• Density regions.

Members and attributes.

A mean vector.
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Not to say that these are the only models, but they are the most com

mon. In addition, a cluster can be categorized by the specific relation

ship between the cluster elements being the most common [44]:

• Each object belongs to exactly to one cluster.

An object belongs to one cluster or does not belong to any clus

ter.

An object belongs to a child cluster and to parent cluster.

An object can belongs to any possible number of clusters.

After this, the Quasi-Clique Merger Method (QCM) in the follow

ing chapter is introduced [39, 35]. This method is employed by the

present work to make the clustering of the pages based in their senti

mental word density.



PREVIOUS RELATED WORKS

This chapter not only gives the reader a summary of the related

works that where used directly in the proposal implementation, but

it also includes those that gave valuable ideas and inspiration for the

proposed work. These can be roughly divided into tree main áreas:

Web Analysis, Sentiment/Emotion Identification, and Clustering Al

gorithms. Each of them will be approached in the following sections.

4.1 WEB ANALYSIS

As in the previous chapter there are two strong variants in Web Anal

ysis, to analyze the page text and to analyze the Web structure. This

work seeks to combine techniques from both áreas to expand the

knowledge gathered by the process. For this, the chapter will cover

concepts from the áreas of text analysis, document characterization,

plagiarism detection and structural analysis, which are employed in

the Web search engine process, the influence detection in social net

works, and the identification of phishing sites. In addition, some

works that could be cataloged in the document characterization will

be included in the section of sentiment and emotion identification.

4.1.1 Text Analysis

In order to implement the text analysis techniques for the Web anal

ysis, it is necessary to consider the type of text to be analyzed. From

analyzing short text like e-mails and tweets to the analysis of nov

éis and literary works, it is important to characterize the document.

Here, it is a summary about the characterization of a document, and

an example of how to use the characterization to find phishing sites

in the Web.

4.1.1.1 Characterizing The Document

In the previous chapter the concepts to conform the document char

acterization were given. Here, the process of shingle creation is given
a closer look. For this, lets consider a brief example:
Given a document D conformed by the next poem its taken as an

input:

Roses are red

Violets are blue

I 've never found someone

19
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as patient As you

It can be conformed a shingle set. First, each word its taken as a

token and then each shingle is defined as set of 3 tokens, w
= 3. So,

the document D can be expressed as the next shingle set:

S{D,w) = {{Roses, are, red}, {Violets, are, blue), {I, have, never),

{found, someone, as), {patient, as, you}}, (8)

As can be seen a shingle is an aggregation of contiguous tokens,

this gives the programer a lot of room for personalization. Should

repeated words be eliminated? Should contractions
be expanded? all

depends on the programer needs the only restriction is that the pro

cess be consistent.

4.1.1.2 Document Characterization Application: Plagiarism Detection

Once the concepts for this topic are given in the section it is time

to present the metrics employed in this area, as a first metric the

resemblance between two documents can be expressed:

_
\S(A,w)DS(B,w)\

r{A,B)-
\S(A,w)US(B,w)\'

t9)

Also, the containment of a document A into another is defined as*.

Even if the two previous formulas are useful for Web Analysis pro
cess as finding plagiarism in the Web [37, 27, 7], it is important to

note that the formula for the resemblance of two documents is not

a proper metric because it does not obeys the triangle inequality. To

solve the previous problem a new modification must be made to the

formula, thus defining a new metric:

d{A,B) = l-r(A,B). (11)

4.1.2 Structural Analysis

4.1.2.1 Web Structural Analysis App: Search Engine

It is not a easy problem to make quality searches in billions of pages
that compose the actual Web. Even more, before Page Rank, most of
the selections were made by hand [43]. Given the clear disadvantages
of low speed and a high error rate in the results, Google introduced
the Page Rank algorithm for its engine in 1988 [36]. The principal idea
of Page Rank is to make use of the link structure to simplify the Web
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search. Page Rank evalúate the quality (importance) of the pages by

using the following formula:

Where P(X) is the Page Rank for page X, and C(X)is the number

of outgoing links for page X. n is the total number of pages, T¡ is

the i'"1 link computed, and d is a damping factor. This equation can

be explained as follows: The page rank valué of a page increases

the more the page is referenced (linked) by other pages with a high

Page Rank valué, and the Page Rank valué of a page is distributed

equally between the outgoing links. Another way to see the page

rank, it is to consider a surfer who starting into a random page will

jump to another employing one of the links present in the page. This

idea, should also include the probability that the user jumps to a

random page not linked by the actual page to avoid being stuck in

disconnected sub-nets and pages with no links (dangling nodes). The

page rank is calculated offline because the high computational power

required. The process is as follow:

It starts by generating an adjacency matrix, where all the dan

gling nodes are grouped together. A dangling node represent a

Web page with no links, and it is represented in the matrix as a

o row.

Then, the matrix is subdivided in three parts, dangling nodes,

nodes related to the dangling nodes (weak non dangling nodes)
and the strong non dangling nodes.

The dangling nodes can be lumped into a single node and

its page rank computed separately, something similar happens
with the weak non dangling nodes.

• For the remaining nodes a Page Rank vector or an approxima
tion is calculated with diverse techniques depending on the im

plementation [36, 43, 14, 19, 20] of (Eq. 12), which is used to

order the result pages for a query.

While this approach certainly has important properties like the rising

quality of the results for a given query, the reduction of the manual

work and time to search the Web millions of pages, it is notwithout its

problems like giving higher ranks to universally popular pages than

to relevant pages and not taking into account relevant pages that do

not include the query words [20]. This is way different approaches
have considered important topics like page authority [20], and se

mantic similarity [10]. They were developed because in a rough way

Page Rank assign a valué to the pages based in their popularity, but a
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popular page is not always relevant to the query topic. Further com-

plication arises when relevant pages have low density of the query

words.

A solution can be implemented by establishing hubs as a sets of

pages that contribution
to the rank of an authority page, thus elimi

nating pages that even though popular are not
relevant [20]. On the

other hand, semantic similarity [10] seeks to establish meaning rela

tionships between the pages, and it uses the relationships between

the pages to improve the Web search by seeking the query meaning

and not the query text.

4.1.2.2 A Web Structural Analysis Application: Influence Detection in So

cial Networks

The work "Influence Maximization for Big Data Through Entropy

Ranking and Min-Cut" [41] seek to find the most influential nodes

by employing the network linking structure. It defines the Social Net

work as a graph G = (V, E), where each user is a node v € V, and

every link e g E represents an influence between nodes. Links are

considered unidirectional meaning that given one node has influence

into another the opposite is not necessarily true. Each link is formally
defined as E C {(í, ;) <= V x V : i **¿ /}. This is congruent with the

network structure in Twitter, where user links represent followers.

Here, a weight Matrix W is employed to represent the influence

degree between the nodes. W is mathematically defined as

W = {n} x {«} -> N (13)

where n = \V\, W¡¡ means link weight from node i to node ;' and
i t¿ ;'. In Twitter the nodes represent users and the links followers

relationships, but it should be considered that these relationshipsmay
not represent influence. For example, even if user a follows user b, if

user b does not write any tweet, there is no influence of user b in

the user's opinión. Furthermore, this work converts the graph into

an influence graph, where nodes with a positive opinión belong to

the support group, mathematically expressed as t/>, e N+, and nodes
with a negative opinión are grouped in the opposition set,i/>, e N~

Although many ranking methods use node degree related metrics

[36, 43, 20], this work considers that node's degree could not accu

rately represent importance and decides to implement an heuristic
based in graph entropy. Graph entropy can be defined by the follow

ing equation:

n

H(G,P)= min Y\pvlog(pv) h*)
x€StableSet(C) ¿r'y

SKHV' K^>

The previous equations requires to find an Stable Set (SS) of nodes.
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Definition 10. This set is defined as the node collection L such for

every member there is no edge to another member.

It is known that the SS problem is an NP-Complete problem, so to

overeóme the problem this work adopts a three step heuristic [45]:

1. Compute node entropy E(v).

2. Compute graph entropy with out node v,EN(v).

3. Calcúlate the effect with the following functions

H(G,P)= tpvlog(Pv)
V€V

effect(v) = EN(v)/log(EN(v)/E(v))

These steps are applied for Vt> € V to calcúlate all the effects, then the

nodes are sorted by their ranking/effect. With this process entropy

could be calculated for different levéis where each level is related

with direct or indirect influences between the nodes. In the work was

determined that with one and two levéis in depth the balance be

tween precisión and time was reached.

After having obtained the previous data the combination of min-

cut and greedy methods are applied to cluster the nodes. The Min-

Cut split the graph in two setsN+ and JV-, for this it is needed to

establish source and sink nodes. Then each node i € N+ is labeled

positive and each node ; € N~is labeled negative. Afterward the m

nodes with the highest entropy ranking are selected to obtain a min

cut.

y¡ V^yNj This process

^ffi_#-^*!0u\^^v. seek a set of

\^p^r^ nodes which

^-*^l^|Ar^ will attract the

most nodes

when

converted.

Figure 1: Finding the most influential nodes in a network graph

This min-cut is employed by a greedy strategy to find the vértices

which will attract the most nodes if converted. The algorithms for

both the Min-Cut variant and the Greedy Strategy are given next as

their appear in the original work:

__\ NodoDan la mayor entropía

__\ Nodo con la segunda mái alia em lupia
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Algorithm 4.1 Ranking Algorithm

Require: Directed Weight Graph G.

1: Y'+ = 0

2: N~ = mincut(G)

3: Combine all N+ nodes as a super-node

4: entropyN-
= H(N~,P-\j-)

5: for all ü¡" in N" do

6: G~=N~/vr

7: entropyc-
= H(G-,?g-)

8: e//ecf[í] = entropyG- llog{entropyG-IE(vi ))

9: end for

10: Sort(effect)
11: for j=i to |N~| do

12: if t>r ¿ Y+ then

I3. Y'+=Y'+U{z;r}

14: end if

15: end for

16: *'+

Algorithm 4.2 Cut Algorithm EMin

Require: Extra seed set Y
+

1: / = 1

2: for i = 1 to m do

3: Y+ =¥'+[/]
4: while Y+ € N+ do

5: ;' = ;' + i

6: Y+=Y+[/]
7: end while

8: Wsy- = 00

9: N-f = mincut(G)
10: Combine all N+ nodes as a super-node
11: end for
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Algorithm 4.3 Cut Algorithm with Greedy ÉMinG

Require: Extra seed set y¥'+

r. j = 1

2: for 1 = 1 to m do

3: for /' = 1 to m + m' do

4: a = mincut{N+U"¥'+[j])
5: if a > max then

6: max = a

7: r=v+\j)
8: end if

9: end for

10: Ws(r
= 00

11: Combine all N+ nodes as a super-node
12: end for

_}*

4.1.2.3 A Web Structural Analysis Application : A Phishing Site Detec

tion

With the expansión of economic activities in the Web, a new prob
lem has appeared, the proliferation of replicated sites that seek infor

mation for illegal appropriation [27, 26, 37, 46]. With this in mind,

developing tools to detect dangerous sites has become a necessity. Ex

amples of these tools are the phishing detection algorithms for suspi-
cious pages based in the Web graph, which allow to characterize legit
ímate pages. This page characterization varies from a purely manual

blacklisting to the compounded weighting of selected features. Exam

ples of these characteristics are the visual themes, page's text, domain

ñames, Google assigned Page Rank, age of domain, suspicious char

acters in the url, and the appearance of known images.
Once a set of characteristics is defined, a vector for each page is cre

ated, where each valué in the vector corresponds to one of the char

acteristics. Then, it is possible to select a criteria to find the suspect

pages. This criteria is most of the time the application of a threshold

to the dot product of the metrics valúes [27, 26, 37, 46]. After evalu

ating each page with the given criteria, a set of suspicious pages is

obtained. Here, depending the implementation, one or more actions
could be taken:

Adding the suspicious pages for manual revisión.

Blacklisting such pages.

Giving a feedback to the system.

Applying posterior analysis of the results.

Thus, even if the concept is simple, creating a good characterization

of the pages such that it does not relies in human supervisión is not
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a simple matter. Most of the actual approaches require human inter

vention to select the real phishing pages from possible false positives

[27, 26, 37, 46].

4.2 SENTIMENT & EMOTION IDENTIFICATION

In this section, several algorithms proposed to try to identify and

classify the emotional content in a text are explored to illuminate
this

new nascent area of research [32, 30, 33, 31, 38], where the range of

analyzed text can go from brief text fragments as mails to literary

works. The review of these algorithms is essential because the idea of

representing the Web data based in its emotional content is the main

idea behind this work.

4.2.1 The Emotion Lexicón: A Different Kind ofDictionary.

Words can be associated with emotions or sentiments, as an example
both delightful and yummy express joy while cry indicate sadness. In

the work "NRC Emotion Lexicón" [29], a new kind of dictionary was

developed where instead of storing the word meaning, it focuses on

the emotional and sentimental associations of each word. This lexicón

annotates words with the eight basic emotions proposed by Plutchik

[38].
The word-emotion association lexicón was created by using three

independent systems:

• Amazon's Mechanical Turk [8]. An online crowd-sourcing plat
form used to obtain human annotation on the linguistics tasks.

• Roget's Thesaurus [15]. A public domain source of words defi
nitions.

Google n
-

gram corpus [25]. It is used to select the word list to

be annotated.

The process is as follows, first, the word list is created by selecting
only words with an occurrence of more than 120,000 times in the

Google n -

gram corpus. Then, the Roget's Thesaurus categories for
each word is obtained where if a word is ambiguous then it appears
in more than one category. With this annotations at word-sense, dif
ferent level are obtained. Next, the annotation gathering process is
started:

• A word choice question is automatically generated for the target.
In this step, a word with a high occurrence is selected and the
user is asked to identify the closest match for the word. One

option includes a near synonym from the thesaurus, and the
other options include randomly chosen words as distractions
This question gives the annotator the desired sense of the word
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• If the annotator answers correctly the previous question then he

is asked if the target is associated with a positive sentiment or

negative sentiment and which emotions expresses.

• If the word choice question is wrong then the annotation data

for the associated emotions is discarded.

Each term was annotated by five different persons, in the 74.4% of

the instances the five annotators agreed on the term association with

a particular emotion. For the rest, 16.9% of the times four of five

people agreed, the information for a particular term is obtained by
a majority vote. The lexicón includes entries for about 24,200 word-

sense pairs. The information for different word senses is obtained by
the combination of the associated emotions to each word sense. The

previous process resulted in the word-level emotion association of

14,200 word types.

Entries iu tbe NRC Emotion Lexicón versión 0.92.

abiirk iKKÍIivp.O nrgtuiw:!) anger!) amicipntion:')
abara. ]kniivo0 negniiYv:*! Hnger:ü nnlífipation:!)
Klxutdun |»*.jnv,:l¡ negative: 1 nnger:0 anlieipiitioli:!)
nl*aiKlonrd jxkíiíw:!) negatm'l angerl Hnlieiputiou:*)
ROandctameiil positive.!* negalive-1 unger:* anüeipaüou:!)
«I»**' positive:!) negalive:ll Hilger.O nnlieipatioii:!)
aUtleiuejn positive:*] negative:*) unger:!* anlicipoüoii:!)

liitjgiiKt:*) fear:0 j(iy:0 Mulnes*:*)

(tisgiMl:*! fenr.O joy:0 kiuIimüm:!}

disgiul:') fi.ir:! joy:0 tunlni»st:l

tlisgnsl:*) fearl joy.O xadniMs:l

dLsgnt;l:0 fivirl joy:0 Kodne!»:l

disgiu<t:0 fi'íirl) joy:0 Kndness:0

(IÍKgiirit:0 !Var:il ioy:0 ralnesa:!)

mrpréu^O tjnsl:Q

snrprLse:0 tnixt'l

tiiirprise:*) tnn.t-0

.u:]>rLs.':ll tnisi:(¡

Kurpritie:l trosl:0

furpréte:0 tmev:!)

nuri)rb«.:0 truBt:!)

Figure 2: Example of the NRC Emotion Lexicón Entries[32]

4.2.2 E-mail Analysis: Emotion & Sentiment Tracking

This section examines the paper "Tracking Sentiment in Mail: How

Genders Differ on Emotional Axes" [33] for the basics on sentiment

analysis in small texts. The paper propose two ideas for the e-mail

analysis:

•

Analyzing the data by the writer gender.

•

Analyzing the data by the e-mail category.

For this, three distinct e-mail categories were selected: Love letters,
suicide e-mails and hate mails. The base of the gender analysis is that
men and women will use language differently [5]. For both cases, the

analysis seeks to visualize the differences in the emotions expressed
by the e-mail in distinct categories. For this, the Relative Salience (RS)
metric was defined:

The Emotion

Lexicón stores

relationships
between the

words and the

emotional

categories.

KSH7i,T2) = A_A (15)

where /■*, f2 are the frequency of appearance of the word w, and

Ni, N2 are the total number of word tokens in the texts. Thus, while
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a simple ratio function may be effective
in representing the extent to

which one emotion is more prominent than another
in the text, the

RS measure helps to also visualize the source
of these emotions. This

is because, the metric permits a comparison of each emotion word

contribution in both texts.

The experiments to validate the RS measure were performed over

a compilation of 348 postings in lovingyou.com, 279 pieces of hate

mail sent to Millennium Project, and 21 suicide notes taken from Art

Kleiner's Web site [1]. For the gender analysis the Enron e-mail cor-

pus [2] was selected as the source of work-place Communications be-

cause it consists of more than 200,000 e-mails sent between October

1998 and June 2002 by 150 people in managerial positions. The gen

der based data set was pruned by removing all mails with fewer than

50 words or more than 200. In addition, emails were removed when

they were sent or received from persons which ñame was not a clear

indicator of gender.
Once the data set were formed a text analysis is done by calculat

ing the ratio of the number of words associated with each emotion

over the total number of emotion words in the text. This approach
is useful to determine if a certain text has more emotional expres

sions compared to others, even if it is not reliable in concluding if

a particular sentence expresses an specific emotion. Then, using the

formula in (Eq. 15) between different e-mails, the paper provides
a brief analysis and concluded that there was a notable difference

in the emotion expressed in each email category. For example, the

study shows that women use and receive a larger number of joy and

sadness words while men prefer trust or fear words. Additionally,
it was found that in cross-gender communication anticipation emo

tion words spike. For the e-mail categories was observed that there is
more fear emotion words in suicide notes, disgust and anger is pre
dominant in hate mail, and love letters include more joy. This results
were consistent with the expectations and the previous research.

4.2.3 Literary Works: Emotion & Sentiment Identification

When researching the human emotions, the principal problem is the

great ambiguity in the terms employed. What constitute an emotion,
a feeling or a sentiment basically changes from author to author [32].
Many works and classifications have been proposed in the división of
the basic principal emotions, and between them is Plutchik's research

[38]. His work conforms the base for the emotion categorization used
by this thesis. Nevertheless, it is not the purpose of this thesis to add
to the area, but to employ the resources provided by previous works
for the data mining of the emotion content in the Web.
With this in mind, we proceed to define the terms of emotion feel

ing and sentiment in the way that will be employed by this thesis.
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First, emotions can be seen as categories where joy, sadness and anger

are example of such categories. Then, feeling can be understood as the

actual physical representation of an individual to an emotion. Thus,

while each person shows anger in different and particular ways, the

emotion is still the same. The final term "sentiment" is more related

to the particular person's opinions, and many works [32, 30, 33, 31]

represent the sentiment in a positive, neutral or negative expression.
This thesis intends to perceive the Web community stance to a

query topic by establishing the general sentiment to the query, and

analyzing the emotional output of the pages. In other words the Web

stance is closely related to the sentiments and emotions expressed.

By analyzing the Web text, we can obtain a valué for the senti

ment tendency of a page by counting the positive, and negative words

present in the page. In a similar way, the emotion content of a page

can be expressed by counting the words of each emotion category

[29/ 321-
Given the continual change in words connotations, and the effect

that these words have in society, several proposals have been given to

créate emotional lexicons by surveying the target population [32]. For

example, works for selecting a classification of base sentiments have

been made by researchers in psychology [4, 17, 18, 31, 38, 40].
Base emotions are those which, by varying their intensity and mix

ture, can créate an emotion range in which almost all words can be

classified. The classification used in this work associates words with

the following sentiments: Joy, sadness, anger, fear, trust, disgust, sur

prise, and anticipation [38].
In order to help in the sentiment analysis, the concept of emotion

word density is introduced.

Definition 11. The emotion word density, p(C¡,F), can be defined as

the quantity of words associated to a sentiment, Ci(F), for certain

number of words present in a document or text fragment, w¡.

p(CitF) = ^l (16)

The emotion word density was employed in the literary analysis
of texts like novéis, tragedies and tales. By employing the word den

sity as a metric in Web analysis it is also possible to recognize the

polarity of the word, which can be positive, negative, or neutral. The

polarity of a word is useful to expresses the bias of the word towards

an entity, where the entity can represent a topic, a subject or an ob

ject of interest. Then, in order to calcúlate the word density for an

emotion category, the rate of related words for every text fragment
is measured. In the analysis of literary works made by Mohamed

et al [32] a text fragment is composed by 10,000 words. Finally, the

analysis results showed a comparison in the internal emotion flows

in books from the same time period or topic, and the correlation of
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social events and the increment of the emotional expression on those

books [30].

4.3 CLUSTERING ALGORITHMIC

This section detail the base for the cluster algorithm employed in

the proposal implementation: The Quasi Clique Merger Algorithm

(QCM). The QCM is an algorithm that surges from the ideas of Graph

Theory and groups the nodes using the idea of pseudo cliques.

4.3.1 Quasi-CliqueMergerMethod (QCM)

This algorithm focuses on employing two ideas to build the clus

ters: First, the density of a sub-graph, and second, the contribution

of a new node to the sub-graph which where defined in (Ch. 3).

This is accomplished by using the emotion word density and the

emotion salience metrics to group the pages with similar emotional

and sentimental content. Also the QCM algorithm permits a multi-

membership of the nodes, which can help to visualize subcategories
in the clusters. For example, sales pages which include or not prod
uct reviews. This method is based in the ideas taken from the graph
theory area, specially the cliques also approached in (Ch. 3). Thus,
in a weighted graph, where each edge is associated with a weight
w(e), the idea of a clique is not properly defined. Then, it is necessary
to define the concept of a Quasi-Clique. In order to do this, first, it is

necessary to define the sub-graph density and the vértex contribution
metrics.

Definition 12. The density of a sub-graph represents the input of each

edge in the sub-graph between the combinatorial number of vértices.
This metric is defined by the following equation:

r(r)_ 2Eeemw{e)
V '

(|V(C)|)(|V(C)|-1)'
(17>

where V (C) is the set of vértices in Clique C.

After this, it is possible to define the vértex contribution metrics.
Definition 1.10

The vértex contribution metric is defined as the contribution of the

weights of each edge from the vértex v to a vértex u in the Quasi
Clique, ueV{C). This metric is given by the formula:

/

c) _ LueV(C)U>{u,v)
C{V'Q

|V(C)|
■ (l8>

Given the previousmetrics it is possible to define a A -Quasi Clique
as any sub-graph whose density is greater than an positive real num-
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ber A. In other words a sub-graph C is a A—Quasi Clique of graph G

ifd(C)>A.

Now, a basic example is presented to better understand the den

sity and contribution concepts. For this, the following graph (Fig. (3))

represents the linking configuration of a basic sub-net: There is eight
Web sites in the sub-net and the edges weights represent the number

of links between the individual sites.

Figure 3: Web Graph Example

In the previous case, we consider two quasi cliques C_ = V\,v_\

and C2 = v_i,V3,V(,,v_\. Then, we will obtain the density of C\ and the

contribution of i>4 to C2 as follow:

<* l>
~

(|v(c)|)(|v(c)|-i)
~

WT
~ 6>66

c(v. C-,\ - L"cVYc> '"("'"- - 1

Using these concepts, the original QCM algorithm [35] can be ex- The Quasi

plained as follows: Clique method

add a node to a

Clique when

its contribution

surpasses the

Clique density
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Algorithm 4.4 QCM Algorithm

Step o.

I <-i where l is the indicator of the levéis in
the hi

erarchical system.

to0 <- 7
• rmax{w(e):VeeE(G)) where y(o<-y<i) is a

user specified parameter.

Step 1. (Initial Step).

Sort the edge set (eeE(G)*.w(e)> w0) as a se

quence S=e-_,-,em such that w(ei)>w(e2)>->w(em).

fi <-i,p+-o, and Lp 4- <Z>.

Step 2. (Starting Search).

p <- p+i,Cp <-(<->)■ L. «- LfUCp

Step 3. (Grow).

Substep 3.1

If V(G)-V(Cp)=0, then go to step 4 otherwise:

Pick veV(G)-V(Cp) such that c(v,Cp) is a máximum.

If c(v,Cp)> a„d(Cp) where n=IV(Cp)l and

Ktt=1~2a(n+l)
WÍt^ * -1 an<^ '-1 3S USer sPeci"

fied parameters, then Cp *- CpUv and repeat step

3*i

Substep 3.2

^ «- fi+i. If }i>m go to step 4.

Substep 3.3

Suppose e**=xy. If at least one of x,y í \_fY_ V(C_)
then go to step 2, other wise go to substep 3.2

Step 4. (Merge).

Substep 4.1

List all members of L( as a sequence C-*,...,CS
such that I VCCj) I > I V(C2) I >...> I V{CS) I where

s<- I L( I .

Substep 4.2

If I C¡ n C-, I >j6min( I Cy I
, I Q, I ) where 0(o<jS<i) is an

user specified parameter, then Cs+1 <-C; U Q, and
the sequence L_ is rearranged as follows:

Ci^..,Q_] «-deleting Cy,q, from Ci,.„,Cs+i and

s<-s-i, h<-maxh-2,i.

Go to substep 4.4

Substep 4.3

j*-j+i. If j<h go to substep 4.2

Substep 4.4

h<-h+i and j<-i. if h<s go to substep 4.2
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Algorithm 4.5 QCM Algoritm (Continuation)

Step 5

Contract each CpeL( as a vértex:

V(G)*-[V(GKJJ.1V(Cí,)]U{Ci Q),

w(uv)<-w(C,*,C-**) n^J,,,
If the vértex u is obtained by contracting C,*, and v

is obtained by the contraction of C*« where Ec-/,c*/*

is the set of crossing edges which is defined as

Ec1»,c1»=xy: xe Q-, y€ C¡„, x*¿y. For teVCG}-C-*«~*£«/
define w(t,C,*)=w(t,C¡*). Other cases are defined simi

larly.

Step 6

p «- p+i, Lp <— <Z>, wo <- 7maxw(e):VeeE(G)where

7(o<7<i) is an user specified parameter and go to

step 1 (to start a new search in a higher level of the

hierarchical system).

END.

The QCM algorithm was the first clustering approach, the idea of

multi-membership and the evaluation of belonging based in the con

tribution to a cluster greatly called into us. The QCM running time

bound of O(n2logn2) was considered acceptable and an implementa
tion was made, unfortunately the system required evaluation of all

the relationships between the nodes in a cluster and the next candi

date which made the program unfeasible. It is still a great influence

in our concept of clustering even if no longer literally applicable in

its majority but in its conceptual ideas.



Part III

THE PROPOSAL

"I keep the subject constantly before me, and wait 'till the
first dawnings open slowly, by little and little, into a full

and clear light."— Sir Isaac Newton [34]



SYSTEM DEFINITION

In this section, a description of the proposed system is given. Such

system is built using the following modules:

i. The data gathering module.

a) The crawler.

b) The page selector.

c) The Web page text acquirer.

2. The data processing module.

3. The clustering module.

Each one of the modules will be described in the following sections.

5-1 DATA GATHERING MODULE

This module includes a wide variety of tasks, from gathering the link

ing information of the subnet to acquiring the text of each Web page.

Thus, it was necesary the creation of sub-modules to better control

this process. In this section each one of this sub-modules are briefly
aproached, also it should be noted that the system can opérate over

any Web page data set with an html format. This module was only
employed to gather the data for the analysis and can be modified at

the user convinience.

Obtain the page link

Verify that the link is valid:
• Less than 100 characters
• No previously added
Obtain the page text.

Save the page linking data
in a Datábase.

_? __

r
Establish aWeb connection with

the page simulating aWeb

browser.

Acquire all the Html text in the

page.

Parse the Html Document.

Find the page innerWeb text.

Save the pageWeb text in a local

instance as aWord List

document.

Figure 4: Data Gathering Process
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5.1.1 Crawler Module.

The initial module is the most simple on the system. It seeks the

linking information of the sub-net.
Such information is distributed in

the following way:

P0={initial link set of the 100 most relevant pages, given by

Google}.

• Pi=(all links of each page in Pa}-

P2={all links of each page in Pi).

As it is seen, this work relays in the data obtained by a search engine

like Google. While the search engine data is the base, our work still

needs a functional crawler module to expand into the page selection.

The theory of how to créate a full crawler system is given by Gupta

et al. [12]. However, because the limitations imposed by bandwidth

and time, a smaller and simpler implementation was done for this

work. Thus, the principal crawler subsystem can be defined by the

following code:

Algorithm 5.1 Crawler Algorithm

Step o

Initialize the initial data set So <— [SearchEnginePages]
Initialize the current level l 4- 0

Initialize the first level link set S/+i <— 0

Stepi
For each page p in the current level /

Obtain all links in the page p

For each link o

if o -, length < 100

SM 4- SM U [O]
Increase the level / <— / -f* 1

If / < 2 repeat step 1

5.1.2 Page Set Formation Module.

With the data obtained by the previous module an edge set can be

built for the Web sub-graph. This set becomes essential to obtain the
page list which will the conform the set to be used by the data gath
ering module. Therefore, for the operation of this module 3 files are
taken as an input and a single output file is produced. In the input
files are located the edges in each level, a edge consist of an origin and
a destiny node. Here, each node is represented by a page url except
for those contained in the first file whose origin node is represented
by the "root" valué.

The collection of the pages can be done by the following steps:
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1. Taking a link for analysis.

2. Determining if the current link is a valid page url.

3. Determining if the current link has been added to the page set.

4. Adding the link to the set and repeating the process for each

link in the input files.

Even, if these steps are easy to understand, for sets with millions

of links they can become rather stressful to implement. Given the

constrains in time and resources, only a limited selection system was

implemented for the testing of the main ideas.

Now, it is necessary to explain the second and third steps, in the

previous process. These steps determine if a link is a valid page and

if it has been added previously. In order to determine if a link is

a Web page, a validation on the size of the link is made to avoid

spurious links. Clearly, this is not the best approach, thus future work

shall provide more constrains like verifying the link structure and

composition. For the third step, it was necessary to implementation
of a binary tree where the links are stored letter by letter, given the

random letter appearance in the links the binary tree could be formed

and processed at most lineal time with respect the number of links.

5 . 1 .3 Web Page Text Acquirer.

The data gathering module takes the obtained non-redundant links,

and it gets the info of each page. This information refers to the Web

Text present at each page, but it can be expanded to contain also the

html distribution, and the visual style.
For this module, it was needed to implement a simple C++ ap

plication that cali a Java application (jar) to perform the page parsing.
This was necessary because the memory constraints of java. As a final

step, the data is added to the ©MySQL1 datábase where the linking
information is stored.

It is important to observe the need to employ C++ as an interme

diary because Java memory is limited to 2GB, and it is not possible
to gain direct control of the garbage collector. These limitations work

against the needs of any application that analyzes hundreds of thou

sands pages. In contrast C++ has no parsing utilities or classes, thus

it is difficult and inconvenient to créate parsing functions on it.

5.2 DATA PROCESSING.

Once the data has been gathered, its necessary to format it. By this,

we mean to express the data in a way that can be easily employed by
the clustering methods. For this, we can see the process as:

1 http://www.oracle.com/us/products/mysql/overview/index.hrml
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To convert the page text in
a weighted word list.

• To convert this list into emotion vectors.

For the first steep, we employ a B-Tree, where each node has:

27 links (one for each letter).

• An associated character given by the father link.

A string that represents the word which
is created by adding its

predecessors characters.

A weight to represent the times that the word appears in the

page.

Also we have a división of nodes as follows:

The root node:

- It has
" "

as the associated string.

- All its links point to the nuil node when initialized.

- It has a "o" weight.

- It has no correspondence to any word in any page.

The nuil node:

- It has
" "

as the associated string.

- All its links point to the nuil node when initialized.

- It has o weight.

- It has no correspondence to any word in any page.

The new node:

- It has an associated character given by the ASCII repre
sentation of c = (lp + 60) where lp is the father linking
position.

- It has an associated string which is the result of appending
the father associated string and the associated character.

- All its links point to the nuil node when initialized.

- It has a weight equal to the times that the word appears in
the page.

Once the B-Tree has been built, an in-order exploration is made to

créate the Emotion Vectors. An emotion lexicón is necessary at this

step, and such lexicón was given by Mohammed et al. [29]. It is pos
sible to see that an emotion lexicón is an especial type of dictionary,
which instead of having word definitions, it stores the word emotion
associations.
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In this case, the lexicón is formed by an association of words and

emotion categories. Such categories are joy, sadness, anger, anticipa
tion, disgust, fear, surprise and trust [38]. In addition, the sentiment

categories (positive and negative) are included [33, 31, 32]. In the lex

icón the association of a word to a category is represented by 1, and

a word can be associated to múltiple categories.
In order to explore the B-Tree, an emotion vector is created for the

page by:

• Initializing the page vector as an array which will contain a com

ponent for each one of the emotional or sentimental categories.

Detecting the lexicón words present in the page. While each

word could be considered to have their own set of emotional

and sentimental relations, it is not possible at the current time

to genérate a mapping of the emotional input of each word of

each language. The previous problem have lead to employing
the emotional lexicón by Mohammed et al. [32, 29] to evalúate

the sentimental and emotional expression of each page.

Adding the weight of each word node to all the associated cate

gories represented in the array. This means that for each lexicón

word present in the page the word emotional input is added to

the vector. This will produce a vector which will store the word

number of relations to each emotion category.

As a final output this module generates a vector list. Each row in the

list correspond to a Web page where each element stores the emo

tional and sentimental data. Also for each page the url, and an iden

tifier is included.

5.3 CLUSTERING.

With the data formatted into a vector form to represent each page, the

clustering process can be initiated. The clustering module receives as

input a page vector list, in which each line represents the data from

the page. The format of a typical line in the list ca be seen in (Fig. 5):

Identificator ^^ f f J
¿ / J>

\ \ / ■/ / / ^ ¿ ,* / «/ ,/

Words-Total-Number Word-Vector

Figure 5: Line format of the Vector List
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Representing As can be seen in (Fig. 5), the list lines contain
a word vector where

the Web pages each component represents the number
of words present in the page

as a vector which are related to the corresponding sentimental or emotional cat-

permits to egory. With the previous data a new vector is obtained for each entry:

employ The percentile-vector that stores in its components the fraction
of the

clustering page text related to each emotion or sentiment category. Once these

algorithms for vectors, one for each page, are obtained, the clustering process can

the analysis. be started by obtaining two parameters: The variation
and the sepa

ration factors. In the next sections, the description of both factors is

explained.

5.3.1 Variation Factor

Given two percentile page vectors V\ and %, the variation between

their components is measured by the variation factor. In order to de

fine the variation factor, first it is necessary to créate a new vector,

~~¡? = v\ - Vi. Thus, the components of this vector will be formed by

the differences between the components of the initial vectors.

Thus, the definition of the variation factor can be given by the fol

lowing formula:

variationFactortfxYÚi) = \\!?_\ = \Ja\ + a\ + ... + a2 (19)

It is important to note that this metric would be equivalent to ob

taining the euclidean distance between the peak points of the initial

vectors, which is given by the formula:

d{p,q) = d(q,p) = y/(q\-pi)2 + --- + {qn-pn)2 = */£(*?« -

Vi)1

(20)

Once this factor is obtained, it can be seen as the distance between

the two initial vectors: The greatest the distance, the further apart they
are. This factor can be described as a way to measure how different

are the emotional and sentimental expressions in two pages.

5.3.2 Separation Factor

This factor takes into account three aspects in order to measure the

distance between the two page vectors:

The variation factor between the vectors.

The differences in the standard deviation of the vector compo
nents.

The Chebyshev distance [9] between the vectors.
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In a similar form to the variation factor, this aspects are used to con

form a new vector b . Each vector component will store the valué

of an aspect and the separation factor will be obtained by the next

formula:

separationFactor(v\,V_\) = ^-=¡r, (21)

Ikll

where r is the cluster representative given by the average vector.

This can be used to reflect how different are two pages in their emo

tional expression by taking into account the máximum difference of

emotion expression and the standard deviation of their components.
In layman terms this could be visualized as taking into account the

máximum separation in the emotions present in the pages and the

differences how much each sentiment or emotion varies respect to a

mean.

5.3.3 Clustering the Pages

With the separation factor, the next step in the clustering algorithm
can be explained. This is done by taking the vectors in the page vector

list and obtaining communities where the individual pages have a

great emotional or sentimental similarity. For this process, this work

implements an algorithm based in the QCM Algorithm [35]. All the

theory about this algorithm is explained in (Sec. 3.3) .

Once the data is represented as a graph, the QCM algorithm can

be used to produce the page communities where the sentimental and

emotional expression is the most similar. While the QCM algorithm
has an acceptable time processing boundary of ®(n2logn2), the time

required to represent the data as a complete graph in large data sets

can be unmanageable. Thus, in this work a modification of the pro

cess has been made in a way that the ideas of cluster density and the

contribution of a new vector to a cluster are taken into account, and

they are implemented in the following clustering algorithm.
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Algorithm 5.2 Clustering Algorithm

Step o

Define i 4- 0

Define cList «- 0

Define pSet <- [allPageVectors]
Stepi
For each pVec e pSet :

If cLz'sf = 0

Add a new Cluster c, cList 4- cList U [pVec]
Define the cluster representative r f- pVec

Else

For each Cluster c, e cLfsf

Define the cluster representative v 4- (c,
—-» r )

Define the contribution of the vector ptoc to the Cluster c¡

c{!? ,C) <- 1 -

separationFactor(!? , Y).

Uc{Y,C)>a
Add the vector pVec to Cluster c¡, c, 4- c¡ U [pVec]

_*, .
N

Actualize the cluster representative, r 4- ]gX/¡
If the vector pVec was not added to any cluster in cLi'sf

cList 4- cLi'sí U [pVec]

With the previous algorithm the clustering can be made without

requiring computing all the edge weights in the graph. For exam

ple, the computation of all the edge weights in a data set of more

than 500,000 page vectors, using the QCM algorithm, took more than

a week before crashing, and the edge list document could not be

opened with any text processor in windows or Linux. Those problems
forced the implementation team to adapt the algorithm. Thus, instead
of evaluating all of the edge weights, the idea of a centroid was im

plemented. This centroid represents the average vector of the cluster

vértices. Also given that most graphic software can not correctly rep
resent multi-membership, this characteristic was suppressed. Then,

by only obtaining the separation distance between the page vector

and the current cluster representative, a functional program was cre

ated which can organize the page set in less than a 1000 seconds.

Our current algorithm takes the idea of múltiple metrics for clus

tering with the separation and variation factors. The algorithm de

scribed in this section divides the set into clusters where each page
is sorted into a single cluster. This form of grouping does not permit
multi-membership in contrast with the QCM algorithm. It should be
taken into account that many of the graphical tools for representing
graphs have problems with multi-membership.
The complexity of this algorithm is O(pii), where n is the number

of clusters and p the number of pages. Given the algorithm, if n = 1,
all the pages are in a single cluster which reduces the complexity
of the proposed algorithm to Q(n). In the other hand, when p

= n
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then each Web page is in a singular cluster which gives the algorithm
a complexity of 0(n2). In layman terms, this algorithm starts with

a vector list as an input, and for each page explores if it should be

added to an existing cluster, if there is not an apropiate cluster the

system creates a new cluster which contains only that Web page.
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Given the initial page set size, around 630,000 pages, the number

of clusters formed by each of the test runs were numbered in the

thousands. It is not the purpose of this work to give a detailed account
of each cluster formed, but to give a summation of the ten principal
clusters obtained in each run such that the structure of the data could

be inferred. Thus, it is necessary to explain how the data was obtained.

An exemplification of the gathering process is as follow:

•

Making the query in the Google search engine.

Obtaining the 100 most relevant results from Google.

Making an in depth two level search for all links in the pages.

• Obtaining all the non repeated links with urls less than 100 char

acters in length.

In this chapter the results of three test runs are detailed by first given
a brief summation of the process, and then displaying the results

obtained to end with an interpretation for the data acquired.

6.1 ANALYZING ALL THE EMOTIONS: THE FULL VECTOR APPROACH

Once the process was defined, the first approach was clear: To sub

mit the full page vectors and process all the current data. The idea

behind this process was to find communities that displayed similar

emotional expression patterns. Then, the analysis of the communities

could be used to label the different page types by using their emo

tional expressions. In the analysis of the data set, two test runs were

employed to evalúate the system.

The distinction between the this tests is the acceptable range of

divergence between the candidate page and the current cluster repre

sentative. This valué is set as an external parameter a where 0.01 <

a. < 1, which represent the máximum percentage of divergence for

a page to belong into a cluster. The divergence valué is given by the

separation factor detailed in the previous chapter (Chap. 5.3). In the

first run, the alpha valué was set to 0.07, indicating that at most a

candidate page could have a divergence of 7% respect the cluster rep

resentative to belong in the cluster. In the second run the alpha valué

was set at 0.2.

47
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6.1.1 The First Test Run: cc = 0.07

When the Alpha valué was set at 0.07 the vector list was divided

into 302,455 clusters in a time of 25,376.61 seconds, for a initial set

composed of 629,096 page vectors. By setting a. = 0.07, only the pages

which deviate at most 7% respect the current cluster representative

will be grouped together. For the obtained clusters only the cluster

analysis for the ten with the most pages is included, and in (Fig. 6)

can be observed the clusters representation.

•

1

■

Figure 6: Pages in each cluster

The clusters

with more

pages are

represented by

bigger spheres.
Most pages are

not included in

big clusters

because the

restrictions in

similitude.

Given the space constrains of this work in the next image is re-

sumed the emotional input of each cluster by detailing the emotion

percent of each category (Table i).
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Table i: Emotion Expression by Cluster

In the previous graphic, a cluster is represented by a set of lines

where each line indicate the mean expression level of an emotion.

From the obtained results, the following pattern in the standard devi

ation between the vector components was observed (Table 2).

cj

_)[■

1

Table 2: Cluster Components Standard Deviation

In (Table 2), the emotion categories of each
cluster are represented

by a color bar. The clusters appear organized by the number
of pages

contained, and it is visible that the highest inner emotion
variance in a

cluster is around a 0.075% respect the cluster representative. Also,
the

previous graph show that some strong emotion variations
are curved

by the small variation in other emotional categories. For example in

the first cluster the variation of both the positive and negative senti

ment is around 2.3%, which is stabilized by the small variation in
the

disgust emotion category around
0.08%.

The previous data can be used to reach some interesting conclu

sions, the first one by noting the large
number of generated clusters.

A possible cause of this is
that the system is only grouping together

pages which display a similar emotional expression in all of their
cat

egories With an alpha set at 0.07 the
máximum separation distance

The pages in

the big clusters

are so similar

that the

process could

be use it to find

plagiarism
works and

phishing pages.
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between the cluster's mean and a prospect vector to be added should

be no greater than 7%. Thus, this process would créate clusters with

a high enough similitude that its output could be used to find dupli
cated pages and pages with strong resemblance in their content as is

the case in plagiarized works.

6.1.2 The Second Test Run: tx = 0.20

In this run the alpha valué was set at 0.2, which would permit pages
within a 20% emotional/sentimental divergence from the cluster cen

troid to be grouped together. The initial page list composed of 629,096

page vectors was divided into 80,008 clusters in 3,715.037 seconds. As

in the previous case in this section are only detailed the data of the

10 clusters with most pages. In (Fig. 7) is given the clusters represen
tation for this run.

-

■• ••

m? :*•

Figure 7: Pages in each cluster

A drastic

reduction in

the number of

clusters means

the pages are

not so similar.

Given the space constrains of this work, the next (Table 3) is pre
sented to resume the emotional input of each cluster by detailing the
emotion percent in each category.
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Table 3: Emotion Expression by Cluster

In (Table 3), each color line represent an emotion category while

the clusters are expressed in the x-axis. Also, the comparison of the

inner emotional variance of the vector components of each cluster is

given in (Table 4).

Table 4: Cluster Components Standard Deviation

In (Table 4), the emotional internal variation of each cluster is repre- The internal

sented by a color bar for each category. The clusters appear organized standard

by the number of pages in them, and it is visible that the highest ex- deviation in

pression variation is around a 0.06% which is a magnitude order less the clusters are

than the average vectors. It is also shown that in some clusters the still an order of

inner emotion variance is relatively high for each category, while in magnitude less

others it is barely present at all. In this case, no inner variance in the than the

categories may present the idea that some of the clusters containWeb clusters

pages with the same content but
different urls. averages.

6.2 ANALYZING VECTOR FRAGMENTS

While the previous process gives a lot
of data, it was considered that

many applications only require the sentimental input
for the analysis.
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In addition, many applications only require to analyze one or two

emotions instead of the full spectrum. Thus, in order to improve the

efficiency of the proposed system, it could be better to modify the

system's parameters to account for only the relevant categories In

this section, the experiments were repeated over the same data while

only taking into account a limited set of active vector components. As

a result, an active vector component is defined as the one that stores

the number of words related to an emotional or sentimental category

of interest for a specific user.

6.2.1 Sentiment Analysis: Positive-Negative

This was the first repeated test for the active component system. In

this test, only the components for Positive and Negative sentiments

were taken into account. The system was programed for operating
with an alpha of 0.07, which will transíate into grouping together

pages with at most a 7% separation factor from the cluster mean .

The process grouped 629,096 page vectors in 235.053 seconds into

2003 different clusters. In this section is reported only the results for

the cluster with the largest number of pages. It is possible to compare
this analysis with similar data with different active components, this

comparison is detailed in the conclusión area of this chapter. In order

to begin the analysis, a graphical representation of the clustering (Fig.
8) is highly useful.

Figure 8: Cluster Representation
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In (Fig. 8) each cluster is represented by a color sphere, the sphere
size is representative of the data contained in each cluster.After this,
the (Table 5) is given to represent the mean positive and negative
sentiment present in each cluster.

The clusters

formed by only

taking into

account the

sentimental

data take a lot

less time for

the same page

data set.

Table 5: Positive-Negative Cluster Averages

By analyzing (Table 5) is easy to see the difference in the sentimen

tal expression between the principal clusters. While this can be used

to compare the clusters by themselves, it is also important to observe

the inner variance in each cluster. In order to observe this variance,

(Table 6) is given.

Table 6: Cluster Components Standard Deviation

(Table 6) shows the internal sentimental
variance in the pages in

each of the principal clusters. The inner variance can be seen as a

metric of how much the pages sentimental components
differ respect

to the cluster representative. This is possible
because the cluster rep

resentative is defined as the mean vector.

The internal

standard

deviation in

the clusters

components
are more alike.
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6.2.2 Emotion Analysis: joy-Anticipation

In the previous case, only the sentimental categories were taken as

an input for the analysis process. Here, the idea of selecting only

some emotional categories is explored. Thus, the joy and anticipation

categories were selected as the active components.

By setting alpha in 0.07, it was expected a similar process output

and running time as in the previous case, with perhaps a difference

in the cluster formation. This was the case as the process conformed

2204 clusters with a running time of 224.009 seconds over the same

input data.

Given the number of clusters obtained as an output, the results

shown in this section correspond to the data obtained for the ten

clusters with the largest number of pages. This data is compared in

the (Sec: 6.3) with the results from the other tests. In order to begin,
the (Fig. 9) gives the reader a graphical representation of the clusters

obtained.

Figure 9: Clusters Representation

In a similar way to the previous case, in (Fig. 9) each sphere repre
sents a cluster where the sphere size is given by the number of pages
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in each cluster. After this, the (Fig. 7) provides the mean valúes for
the selected emotion categories in each cluster.

Table 7: Joy-Anticipation Cluster Averages

The (Table 7) graph express the average percent of text related to

the joy and anticipation categories.While this can be used to compare

the clusters by themselves, it is also important to observe the inner

variance in each cluster. Thus, (Table 8) is provided.

Table 8: Joy and Anticipation Cluster Deviation

(Table 8) shows the inner emotional variation in each one of the

principal clusters. The inner variation can be
seen as a metric of how

much the pages sentimental components
differ respect the cluster

representative. This is possible because the cluster representative
is

defined as the mean vector.
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6.2.3 Emotion Analysis: Anticipation

As a final test, the idea of employing the system with only one ac

tive category is done. In this instance, the anticipation category was

selected as the active component in the vectors. The setting of alpha
in 0.07 and the employment of the same input data was made for

comparison purposes.
In this test, the process obtained only 130 different clusters in an

operating time of 164.369 seconds. This is clearly an order of magni
tude less than the previous tests, and it is rationalized by taking into
account that here, the system only makes a hierarchical aggregation
of the pages by their level of expressed emotion. Thus, 130 levéis are

enough to classify all the input data.

The data detailed in this section corresponds to only the first 10

clusters with the largest number of pages. Also, this data is compared
with the results of the previous test in the (Sec. 6.3). In order to being,
lets start with (Fig. 10) in which the clusters obtained are given a

graphical representation.

•
9 •

•
•

•

• •
•

• • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • •

_ •

Figure 10: Clusters Representation

After giving the clusters representation in (Fig. 10), the next step
to provide the reader with the mean valúes of the anticipation
tion in each cluster, (Table 9).

is

emo-
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Table 9: Joy-Anticipation Cluster Averages

Once this is done, the inner variance of the clusters should be taken

into account (Table 10). The inner variance in the top ten clusters

in this case is an order of magnitude less than the expressed mean

valúes. This is important because it assures the user to the correct

conformation of the clusters.

Table 10: Anticipation Cluster Deviation

After concluding this test, in the following section (Sec. 6.3), it is

given an analysis of the results. This comparison
is done by analyz

ing the differences in the test inputs, outputs
and behavior. Also, the

number of clusters, the running time and the number of active com

ponents are take into account. As a final step, the analysis provides

suggestions in which this application could help to resolve some of

the problems today encountered in
the Web analysis area.
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6.3 INFERENCES FROM THE EXPERIMENTS

This section starts by giving the general inference about the system.
The current system has two principal operating modes:

1. Analyzing all the emotion and sentiment categories present in

the vector list.

2. Selecting the active categories to analyze.

The previous aspect give the system the capability to adapt depend

ing the necessities of the user. In the first case, by taking all the emo

tion and sentiment categories into account, the pages are grouped

together only if they contain a similar emotional expression in all the

categories. While the second approach can be personalized to focus

in certain emotional or sentimental categories.

Thus, while for example, the first clustering mode could acquire

aggregations of extremely similar pages, in the second mode the user

would define the clusters based only in the sentimental content of the

pages.

The principal application of this system is to find Web page aggre

gations of interest for the user. This could be done in any number

of ways depending of the user, in here the acquisition of a data set

was performed by crawling the related pages to a query. Other meth

ods could include analyzing a whole site in which the system could

identify the pages with the highest emotional concentration. Also, an

alyzing the Web for encountering pages with a emotional firm could

be done to find racist sites, phishing pages or suicide groups.
Given the time limitations and the laboratory resources, only a sin

gle data set could be obtained for this thesis and further exploration
of these topics should be done in future work. For this implementa
tion, it was discovered that an alpha valué between 5% and 20% yield
the best results.

Next, the results obtained in each one of the test are compared.
Thus, the reader is given a description of the test run, the observed

behavior and then the analysis conclusión is denoted. Also, a com

parison of the number of clusters obtained, the running time and the
number of active components in each test is expressed in (Table n),
(Table 12) and (Table 13).
Lets start with the tests of the first mode, by setting the alpha valué

at 0.07 and 0.2 respectively an appreciable change in the performance
was obtained. In the first case, by setting the alpha valué at 0.07 the

system could only group together pages which were so cióse in all

their components as to be the same which generated a lot of singular
page clusters. Thus, the running time was exponentially increased

because the system evaluates a page against all the possible clusters
before making a new one. In contrast, the second test generated only
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80,000 clusters with a reduction in the running time of an order of

magnitude.
In both tests the clusters inner variance was within an acceptable

threshold, but in the first one many of the clusters contained only

repeated pages. Therefore, the author considers that an alpha valué

of 0.2 for the first mode is an acceptable setting.
For all the tests of the second mode, the alpha valué was set at

0.07 which was considered the most adequate valué given the reduc

tion in the analyzed vector components. Here were explored some

combinations of emotional and sentimental categories.
In the first test, the analysis of the data was conducted with only

the sentimental categories active, in the second joy and anticipation
were selected, and finally in the third test only a single category was

taken, anticipation.
The results obtained show a similar performance in the outputs

of the tests with the same number of active vector components. This

reinforce the idea of a correlation between the number of categories

and the clusters generated. The results for the last test are an order of

magnitude less than those of the ones with two categories which also

conforms with the previous expectations.

Now, the (Table 11), (Table 12) and (Table 13) are provided to grant

the reader a graphical representation of the results obtained.

Table 11: Running Time Comparisons
in Seconds
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Table 12: Clusters Generated by Each Mode

Table 13: Active Categories in Each Mode

All the test runs were made over the same input page set which

it is constituted by 629,096 page vectors. The previous figures show

a marked correlation between the processing time and the number

of clusters generated. This can be explained by looking at the algo
rithm complexity of Ox[np) where n is the page number and p the

number of clusters, because of this the algorithm depends on the

number of clusters as much as in the number of Web pages. Thus,
the user should consider the alpha valué carefully to obtain the mini

mum number of possible clusters reducing the processing time.

6.4 DERIVED WORKS

6.4.1 Sentiment & Emotion Analysis for e-Services

Using the previous implementations, it is possible to propose several

improvements over the current search engines. For this, a new system,
with the capacity to categorized the results based in the page type and
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its emotional and sentimental content, is proposed. For example the
tests realized show that around 4o%-6o% of the principal results for
a first query correspond to pages with little interest to the user. In
order to improve this, the proposed system can be adapted to classify
results by taking into account the emotional and sentimental content
of each page. Making possible to split the page set, being queried,
into the supporter and opponent classes.

In addition, by abo taking some structural page proprieties, it is
possible to refine the selection by page type. In a second idea, the pro
posed system can be used to compare similar produets by acquiring
the sentimental response to each product in the the product review
and forum pages. This system can give the user a comprehensive
report ro facilitate the decisión making process. Finally, the measure
ment of the emotional response in certain categories can be used to

identify some risk inducing Web communities such as hate groups
and their support sites.

While this systems have not been fully implemented, ideas are be

gin studied to find their feasibility. In the following part, each idea is
described and a possible proposal for their implementation is added.

64.1.1 The Categonzation ofThe Search Engine Results

Here, the previous ideas of classifying the page set by their support
level and the división by page type are explored. Part of this research
was presented by Santos et al. [42], in the conference paper "Sentiment

Analysis for E-Services"

In the paper, a system to classify the principal results to a query

made inGoogle was defined. This system took the emotional and sen

timental data expressed in the page vectors and conformed a rough
set of communities with similar emotional expressions.
To do this, the system employed an early versión of the proposed

system in this thesis. This implementation worked by taking all the

emotional and sentimental categories in consideration but only con

sidering the variation factor for the clustering process.
The results of this configuration was a considerable increase in the

inner variance of the components of the vectors in each cluster. The

detailed configuration and results can be perused in the annexed pa

per.

For the second idea, it was postulated that by adding structural

characteristics [27] to the page vectors a división by page type was

possible. Some of the proposed characteristics are:

The visual structure of the page.

• The page height and width.

• The total word count.

• The page title.
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• The page domain.

• The presence of user reviews and comments.

While this characteristics are normally employed in the identification

of phishing sites [27], it is the author opinión that they also can be

used to complement the emotional and sentimental information of a

Web page to produce an acceptable typification on the input set.

The previous statement is based in the results obtained in the test

of the paper system. For example, when querying about a product
most of the pages would be sales pages. The emotion expression in

the sales pages is greatly impacted by the user reviews but the sys

tem would conform the clusters by only seeing the emotional data.

This generated clusters which included pages of different types. By

recognizing the page type by its structure, the system could correctly

classify each page into the support or opposition classes correspond

ing to its type.

The previous concepts were implemented initially in Beta versión

as part of the proposed system in the paper to categorize the search

engine results. However, due to lack of time and the scope of this

research, the finalization of the system was included in the future

works.
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The work done for this thesis has achieved the principal objectives
in proposing and implementing a system with the capacity to cluster
an heterogeneous set of Web pages. This system has been tested with
an input set of almost 630,000 pages, in diverse configurations to an-
lyze the emotional and sentimental data present in the Web. Some of

the ideas of this system were presented by Santos et al. [42] in the

conference paper "Sentiment Analysis for e-Services"
The current system operates by clustering the Web pages into com

munities based in the resemblance of their emotional and sentimental

data. In order to do this, the system employ the following modules
to gather, process and finaly cluster the Web page data:

1. The data gathering module.

a) The crawler.

b) The page selector.

c) The Web page text acquirer.

2. The data processing module.

3. The clustering module.

In the first module the text of the input Web pages are acquired to be

used as the input of the following modules. In order to realize this

task, the system queried a search engine and obtained all the relevant

Web pages to the query, (Sec: 5.1.1) and (Sec: 5.1.2). Also, the text

of each Web page was represented by a word list which would con

form the input to the next module, (Sec: 5.1.3). The second module,
described in (Sec: 5.2), would transform the word list of each page

into an emotion /sentiment page vector, and it would also créate a

vector list with all the non-cero vectors. At last, the clustering mod

ule, (Sec: 5.3), will group the Web pages based in the emotional and

sentimental expression of the active categories.
The previous system permits the user to personalyze it to his con-

vinience. For example, by selecting all the pages of a Web site, the user

could then find the set of pages with the most negative expressions.

Also, the active vector categories permit the user to only focus in ei

ther the sentiment expression, or any category set of interest which

could greatly benefit the user. Therefore, it is the author opinión that

this system could be employed in the following tasks with minor ad-

equations:

Typifying the Web pages categories.

63
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Finding communities or interest groups:

-

Detecting support groups.

-

Detecting opposition groups.

-

Detecting suicide risk pages.

-

Detecting hate sites.

The base of this system is the research ofMohammad et al. [29, 32, 30,

33, 31], who proposed employing the emotional and sentimental data

to analyze literary works [30] and typefy e-email categories [33, 31].
The proposed system in this thesis goes an step further by analysing
the data of an heterogeneous set of Web pages, where in most ocas-

sions the pages include texts of many authors. Furthermore, it ex-

pands the analysis to pages where no-standard exist on how they or-

ganize their information by the use of clustering techniques to avoid

get trampled by those organizational issues.

As a final author note, this system should not be taken as a final

versión but the steping stone to a new generation of specialized sys

tems that account for the emotional and sentimental data in the Web.

This belief surges from the idea that not only the humans need to

transmit their emotions in anything the do, but also need to identify
themselves with the emotions of another which conforms the base of

our society. Therefore, ignoring the emotional and sentimental output
in the Web is an error that should be corrected.
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Abstract—New e-services come on-line each year at an expo

nential rate. Most of them have the need to analyze and interpret
enormous quantities of data. However, many of them do not take

into account the emotions and sentiments in the Web page for

their analysis. Thus, in this work, we proposed a novel system to

obtain data of interest from a Web search engine by analyzing the
emotional and sentimental content of each page. This information

can provide a new way to identify the community response to

a product: Given the positive vs negative average sentimental

rates in the forums, it is possible to know the Web community

perception to the product In addition, this classification makes

possible to identify the best sales options given a certain product,
and it also permits to obtain a great reduction in the needed time

to find the best options by grouping the comparison pages for an

easy access . Thus, we believe that this system is the beginning of
a new way to help the user in their selection of the best product
to buy, and it makes possible to have a better understanding on

how tiie users perceive the recommended produets.

Index Terms—e-service, emotion, sentiment, analysis, cluster

ing algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH
the exponential Internet expansión in recent years,

many new opportunities, problems and resources have

appeared. Identifying, analyzing and understanding such as

pects are the base of the e-services [1]. One e-service that

can be used in a great range of applications is the detection,

recognition and analysis of opinions [2], [3], [4]. This is

of great importance for áreas like sociology, politics and

marketing [5], [6], [7].

In this work we seek to implement a new idea: The Web

community opinión about a product can be obtained by ana

lyzing the sentimental and emotional text at the principal Web

pages given by a search engine. This pages will be clustered by
their sentimental ranks to form diverse communities (like sales

pages, bug reports, Wikis, and produets reviews) in which the

analysis of their emotional content will be used to establish

a Web opinión about the query. The analysis of sentimental

and emotional text has been previously used in the study of

literary works by Mohammad et al. [2], [8], [3], [4].

Now, the idea of finding Web communities is not a new

one, and it has been employed in the detection of phishing
Web sites [9], hate groups [5] and Web piracy domains [10],

[11] to say some examples. However, we have never seen an

attempt to find communities based on feeling analysis, thus

the novelty of this proposal.
A referral e-service can be seen as the unión of three

systems: the categorizing of the Web pages given by the
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search engine, the identification of the communities and the

emotional analysis of said communities to form the a general

opinión of the product. This paper focus on the first system by

detailing a novel system of Web page categorization through

feeling analysis. First, in section II a general description is

done about document analysis. Web analysis and community
detection. Then, in section III, a description of of the proposed
work is given from the crawler and data gathering modules to

the cluster module based on feelings. In section IV, a series

of experiments about client satisfaction based on a series of

laptop models are run to test the proposed system. Finally,
at section V, we discuss future possibilities for these type of

systems.

II. Previous Work

In the past years, many works have been released in both

document analysis and Web analysis. For both categories,
there exist many possible variants, but we will concéntrate

our review in the most important ones in document analysis
and Web analysis.

A. Document Analysis

Document analysis focuses on the aspects related to the

gathering, processing and interpretation of the text documents.
The problems being researched in this particular area go

from plagiarism detection [9], [10] and creation of document

signatures [11] to sentiment analysis of literary works [8]
and file classification [10]. For example, given a document,

Mohammad et al. [8], [2], [3], [4] proposes a method to

automatically classify the literary text based in the analysis
of the sentimental and emotional words present in the text. In

order to do this, the authors needed to créate a lexicón [3],

[4], which can be viewed as a subtype of dictionary. This

dictionary stores the emotional categories of each word at

the lexicón. Each element at the lexicón can be seen as a

vector, which stores the word and its correspondence to each

sentimental and emotional category. The relationship of a word
with the Uh emotional or sentimental class, i = 1,2, ...,n
can be represented formally by the indicator functionc5ro(¿),
where áM(¿) = 1 indicates that the word evokes the emotion

or sentiment, and Sw(i) = 0 represents the opposite.
It is important to define what is an emotion, what is

sentiment and what are their differences. In the work proposed
by Mohammad et al. [8] the sentiment content refers to

the positive-neutral-negative implication of a word, while the

emotional content refers to the emotional category associated

with the word.

Base emotions can be seen as those which can have a

variation on their intensity, and mixing them can créate a
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wide emotion range in which almost all words can be classi

fied. Several works (12] for selecting a classification of base
emotions have been made by researchers in psychology. For
example, Mohammad et al. [8] uses the Plutchik classification

[6] which is also used on this work. This classification
associates words with the emotion categories of joy, sadness,
anger, fear, trust, disgust, surprise, and anticipation. It also

includes the positive and negative relationships for each word.

A word which is not classified as positive or negative is by
default taken as a neutral word, however there are words which

can have both a negative or positive connotation. Such words

are associated to both the positive and negative sentiments in

the lexicón.

Tb help in the emotional analysis, the concept of emotion

word density [8] is introduced. Emotion word density is

defined as the quantity of words associated to an emotion that

we expect to see every certain number of words. Also the

emotion analyzer recognizes the polarity of the word, which

can be positive, negative, or neutral, and it expresses the favor

of the word towards a subject.
The concepts above explained were applied to the analysis

of literature works, specifically novéis and fairy tales. By
establishing a window of 10,000 words, the study makes a

comparison on the respective sentiment density of each of the
books. Further more, emotion flows were found in each book,

and a correspondence between certain social events and the

increments of density in certain emotions was found [8],

B. Web Analysis

We refer as Web Analysis as the set of techniques, methods
and tools used to extract and understand the information on

the Web. Even if most Web users think that the principal
source of information is the Web text, such data it is but

just a small percentage of the data contained on the Web.

Several works on this area include fields like determining and

interpreting the page relationships [13], [14], [15], detection

of Web communities [15], analysis of social groups [2], [7],

and the development of Web risk detection techniques [5], [9].
These topics have gained significant importance during the

last decade, represented by the great number of applications

developed to solve these problems. A requirement for these

applications is to have a model to represent the relationships
on the Web. For example, it is common to represent the

Web as a directed graph: Vértex are nodes containing some

pertinent information, while the edges between vértex are seen

as directed relationships. This model is used in the Page Rank

algorithm [14] where vértex are pages and edges represent

links.

While the previous graphical proposal is good for human

understanding, when employed in the analysis of hundreds

of thousands of nodes, it becomes rather impractical. So

said information its mostly expressed as the adjacency and

incidence matrix representations previously spoken in . After

having said this, we continué by briefly describing two cases

and compel you to review the referenced works.

1) Phishing Detection: With the expansión of economic

activities in the Web, a new problem has raised, the pro-

liferation of replicated sites that seek information for illegal

appropriation [9]. With this in mind, developing tools to detect

dangerous sites has become a necessity. Examples of these

tools are the phishing detection algorithms for suspicious

pages based in the Web graph, which allow to characterize le

gitímate pages. This page characterization varies from a purely
manual blacklisting to the compounded weighting of selected

features. Some of these characteristics are the visual theme,

page text, domains ñame, Google assigned Page Rank, age of

domain, suspicious characters in the URL, and appearance of

known images.
Once a set of characteristics is defined, a vector for each

page is created, where each valué in the vector corresponds
to one of the characteristics. Then, it is possible to select a

criteria to find the suspect pages. This criteria is most of the

time the application of a threshold to the dot product of the
metrics valúes [9], [5]. After evaluating each page with the

given criteria, a set of suspicious pages is obtained. Here,

depending the implementation, one or more actions could be

taken:

Adding the suspicious pages for manual revisión.

Blacklisting such pages.

Giving a feedback to the system.

Applying posterior analysis of the results.

Thus, even if the concept is simple, creating a good character
ization of the pages such that it does not relies in human su

pervisión is not a simple matter. Most of the actual approaches

require human intervention to select the real phishing pages

from possible false positives.

2) Community Detection: With the proliferation of the Web

services many groups have found an easy access, and low

cost media to promote their ideologies. Some of these group

ideologies can represent a danger [5], and therefore there is

an interest in identifying them and following their actions.

This is not the only case where identifying Web communities

is required, marketing, social analysis, and search engines

development also require a way to solve this problem [5],

[9], [13].

In its simplest form, a community is a group of individuáis

closely interrelated [16]. With each application, the community
definition is given by the sought information. For example,
Are we searching for terrorist cells in the Web? Or perhaps
the adolescent's opinión on a topic in twitter? One approach to

form the communities is to start with one community and seg-

regate it into subsets based in the individuáis characteristics.

Another approach starts with many individuáis and cluster the

communities based in the individuáis similarity. A description
of the individuáis is necessary in any of these approaches. For

this, it is possible to represent the characteristics as vectors. In

some cases is necessary preprocess the information to select

a subset of characteristics. In those cases the objective is to

find a signature for the individuáis that includes the minimum

number of characteristics and gives an optimal clustering of

the individuáis.

III. Sentiment Analysis E-Service

In this work, we focus in the current tendency of using
the Web to créate opinions. In order to this, we propose a
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referral e-service. This service takes the principal results for

a given query in a search engine and provides the user with

the community sentiment and emotion response to the query.

The sentimental information evaluates the positive-negative

response, while the emotional information gives the user an

easy visualization of the evoked emotions by the query.

The service proposed can be visualized as the unión of three

independent modules. The first module categorizes the pages

provided by a search engine, and with most of the user time

being spend finding the correct pages, this is quite relevant

for anybody. The categorization of the pages is based in two

principal factors: The quantification of the emotion content

present in the page, and the distribution of such content into

sentiment and emotion categories. By this, pages with a high
emotion content are grouped together based in their percentage
distribution. For example, pages with an emotional/sentimental

content of around 40% of the page's text, where the positive
sentiment is highly predominant with 30% positive vs. 3%

negative of the emotional content, could be grouped together.
In a second module, the categories identification is made, in

the previous example the analysis shows this category to be

Web sellers, where the page is specific to a single product, and

it contains no reviews of the product or Q&A áreas. At last,

in the final module the emotional information expressed in the

produced page categories is analyzed, and the Web community

response to the product is obtained.

The proposed algorithm for the first system's module can

be visualized as a set of specific tasks:

The Data Gathering.
The Data Processing.
The Data Clustering.
The Info Interpretation.
The Info Visualization.

In the following sections, we describe each of these tasks in

more detail.

A. Data Gathering Module

The system utilizes the principal results obtained by a Web

search engine as an input set. The set is composed by the first
n links obtained by the search engine, and once this set is

obtained the Web text of each page is acquired. Its important
to notice that given the heterogeneous initial set no common

HTML structures should be expected. This work takes a n =

100 links from Google queries, however, it is important to
remarks that such results can differ in function of the location

of the queries, the search engine used, and the previous queries
made by the user.

The data gathering process is subdivided in two parts:

The acquisition of the linking data:

- The initial set, the 100 first results provided by a

query made in a search engine.
- The output links of all the pages in a 2 level depth.

The acquisition of the Web text for each page in the final

set.

To obtain all these data a crawler is required. A crawler [17] is
a piece of software designed to explore the Web to collect data

of interest. The basic procedure of the crawler is to analyze
a Web page, find its outgoing links, store the data of interest

and explore the links obtained. This work employed a basic

crawler designed in C++ for this task.

B. Data Processing Module

This module takes as an input the Web page texts to créate

weighted word lists as a first step. In a second step, the

weighted lists are explored to créate the page vectors by

using an emotion lexicón. Many studies have defined basic

categories for emotions, in particular this work utilizes the

lexicón provided by Mohammad et al. [18] which utilize the

emotion categories proposed by Plutchik [6] with the inclusión

of the positive and negative categories. The page data stored

by the module includes the page link, an identifier and the

page vector. The ¿th page vector component is defined by the

next formula: c¿ = n_/t, in which each component represents

the percent of the text related to the emotional/sentimental

category c„ and it is obtained by dividing the number of

words related to the category rx. over the total number of words

present in the page t.

Once the page vectors have been acquired the information

is stored in a formatted file. Such formatting may depend
on the clustering method used, and in this case a simple
vector list suffices. Some clustering algorithms like the graph
based Quasi Clique Merger (QCM) method [19] may require
additional processing to créate edges between the vertexes.

The QCM idea surges from the concept of clique or quasi-

clique in the weighted graphs. Furthermore, QCM seeks to

group together the pages based in the balance of two metrics:

the density of a clique, and the contribution of a new member

to the clique. Also, the QCM find cliques and permits multi-

membership where an element can belong to one or more

clusters. This makes necessary to have a second pass where

cliques with many common members are joined.

C. Data Clustering Module

The clustering of the information should take into account

at least two aspects: The variation factor and the separation
factor. The variation factor can be seen as a measure of the

similarity in the emotion expressions at the pages. For exam

ple, this will group together pages that have low expression
of positive sentiment and a lot of anger. In contrast, the

separation factor measures the similarity in the total sentiment
and emotion content expressed in the page i.e. this will group

together pages by the quantity of emotion content.

In a more formal approach, we propose the next metrics to
account for the variation and separation factors:

1) Separation factor:

s(a,p.) = |í|; | «I = \/«í + «1 + ... + 4
The separation vector s stores the following data in

each component:

•So = Pi
-

Vi

Si = m
-

n2

S2 = CTl
-

(72

Where p* corresponds to the positive valué in the

page vector, ni corresponds to the negative valué
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and <Tiis the standard deviation in the page vector

components. Similar valúes are calculated for the

cluster representative in p_>, ri2, a_\.

2) Variation factor:

v(ct,Pj) = 1 -

(e£>is(x,Pj)/max(|x|,|Pj|))
where e£>ts(p-,pj) describes the euclidean dis

tance,

eDis(Pi,P]) = v/(pí-pj)2 + ... + (pf-pp2.
Both metrics establish the membership of a Web page (rep
resented as a vector) to a cluster. Here, for a page to belong
in a cluster, the variation and separation factors of the page

with the cluster representative (x) should be inside a threshold

defined by the user. cV is the variation coefficient and basically
establish the variance (tr) range in which the prospect pages

should be admitted, and also it is user defined.

Many clustering algorithms can be used to obtain the senti

ment and emotion communities. However, the final objective
is to group the pages proposed by the search engine into

communities such that they express a similarity in emotion

content and in the emotions expressed. The proposed method

for this clustering process is shown next, and it is based in the

QCM algorithm [19]:

Sector Clustering Algorithm

Initialization

«<- {Px,P7,-Pn}-
C0 <-s.

5„ <- {Cu}.
sectorArray «- {So}-

Loop

Set o «- \sectorArray\.
Make S0+i <- 0.

Make S0+2 <- 0.

For each cluster C¿ in sector S}:

* <- £ ££i *i* •

tn*-\Sj\.
For each page Pk in cluster C,:

if s(c,,pjt) > 0

if vl_Ci,pk) <7

if \x\> \pk\

Sk+l <-Sk+íu{pk}
else

Sk+2 <- Sk+2U{pk}

else

Cm+i <-

cm+iu{p*}.
if Cm+1 =¿0 S„<-

5nuCm+i
if Sk+x t** 0 sectorArray ->

íecíor^rraít/ U Sk+i

i f Sk+2 T*- 0 sectorArray -,

sectorArray U Sk+2

If j < \sectorArray\ repeat the loop.

Our current algorithm takes the idea of múltiple metrics

for clustering with the separation and variation factors. The

algorithm described in this section divides the set into clusters

and sectors (clusters of clusters) where each page is sorted into

a single cluster, and each cluster belongs to a single sector.

This form of grouping does not permit multimembership in

contrast with the QCM algorithm. It should be taken into

account that many of the graphical tools for representing

graphs have problems with multimembership.
The complexity of this algorithm is O(opm), where o is

the number of sectors (cluster of clusters), p the number of

clusters and m the number of pages in a cluster. Given the

algorithm, if m = n, all the pages are in a single sector so

p
= 1 and o = l which reduces the complexity of the proposed

algorithm to 0(n). In the other hand, when p = n and o = n

then each cluster can contain only one m = 1, which gives
the algorithm a complexity of 0(n2).
In layman terms, this algorithm starts with a page vectors

set as an input, and creates a single sector with a single cluster

that contains the entire set. Once, the initial cluster is obtained

the page vectors in the cluster are evaluated. If the emotion

content of a page is too distant from the cluster average, then a

new sector is generated. If a page has a similar emotion content

range then it is left in the sector. A page vector will be put in

a new cluster depending on the variation factor between the

vector and the current cluster average.

D. Interpreter Module.

This module gets the sectors and clusters arrays, and trans

form them into tables where sectors represent the level of

emotion expression (none, médium, high...), and the clusters

represent the different expression groups at each level. For

example, high positive, and joy clusters tend to represent pro

Web sites, while a high negative sentiment with too much

anger could be hate groups. This module is responsible to

format the data for a correct visualization, and it depends on

the next module.

E. Visualization Module.

The correct visualization of the data can be a complex task

depending on the number of pages selected. We propose a

graphical interpretation given by Gephi [20], in which case the

interpreter module should provide a GDF file, or an executive

analysis of the information in the next form:

Graphical representation of positive vs negative senti

ment.

- Top 10 more negative pages.
- Top 10 more positive pages.

Average expression of the emotions categories:

- Top 10 joyful pages to the top 10 most hateful pages

Given a large number of pages, it can be convenient to analyze

only some sectors so pages with little emotional content do

not affect the valúes. However, indifference feeling can not be

correctly interpreted by the current model, and it should be

considered a topic of future research.
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IV. Results

The tolerance ranges are given by the user defined constants

7 and 0. However, further research in the correlation of the

constants and the query is needed. The empirical analysis in

this work has shown that correct valué ranges are 0.95 <

7 < 0.99 and 0.95 < 0 < 0.99. These ranges genérate

adequate emotional variations on the categories created by the

algorithm.
The initial data set for the pages was obtained by taking the

first 50 pages of reviews, and the first 50 pages of problem

reports for each query. Then, the process transforms the pages

into page vectors by counting the emotional and sentimental

words in each page. After deleting all zero vectors, the data

is grouped by the previously explained clustering algorithm.
The system was employed to analyze the Web pages data

for three Google queries:

Lenovo Ideapad y510p

Compaq Presario CQ40
Asus Q501LA

A. Asus Q501LA

The initial data set was reduced to 81 page vectors. Then,

after the application of the clustering algorithm, 14 clusters

were obtained. The Asus clusters are shown in the following

image:

*

4

Figure 1: Asus Cluster.

Next an abstract of the principal Asus clusters is given in

table IV-A.

Table 1: Asus Principal Page Categories.

Fields Category 1 Category II Category III

Id 01 02 03

Color 12/215/93 215/12/207 12/93/215

# Members 30 7 6

Average positive sentiment 4.93% 3.05% 2.44%

Average negative sentiment 2.73% 2.04% 4%

Positive standard deviation 0.98% 0.72% 0.49%

Negative standard deviation 0.85% 0.82 0.5%

Peak emotions

Trust Trust Sadness

Anticipation Anticipation Fear

Joy Joy Anticipation

Peak emotions avg.

3.06% 2.02% 2.39%

2.40% 1.53% 2.38%

1.64% 1.13% 1.80%

These results show that most of the pages have a positive
connotation. Thus, trust and anticipation are the most common

emotions expressed in the average page. The third category is

formed by problem report pages which makes for a greater

negative sentiment. It is important to note that the emotions in

this category are expressing sadness and fear, instead of joy
and trust.

B. Compaq Presario CQ40

The initial data set was reduced to 49 page vectors, after

the application of the clustering algorithm 17 clusters were

obtained. The Compaq clusters are shown in the following

image:

*

*

Figure 2: Compaq Clusters.

Next an abstract of the principal Compaq clusters is given
in table IV-B.

Table 2: Compaq Principal Page Categories

Fields Category I Category II Category III

Id 01 02 03

Color 51,195,225 215,225,51 225,174,51

# Members 10 6 4

Average positive sentiment 1.49% 3.44% 1.87%

Average negative sentiment 1.35% 1.69% 3.28%

Positive standard deviation 0.81% 0.53% 0.69%

Negative standard deviation 0.74% 0.55% 0.63%

Trust Trust Sadness

Peak emotions Anticipation Anticipation Fear

Anger Fear Anger

1.37% 3.21% 2.82%

Peak emotions avg. 1.04% 2.32% 2.07%

0.70% 1.48% 1.31%

The principal clusters for the Compaq show a lower average

positive sentiment, which is noticeable because the inclusión

of anger, sadness and fear into the emotional expressions in

the average page. The low number of page vectors generated
corresponds to the decrease in the results obtained by the

search engine.

C. Lenovo Ideapad y5Wp

The initial data set was reduced to 49 page vectors, after

the application of the clustering algorithm 17 clusters were

obtained. The Lenovo clusters are shown in the following
image:
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Figure 3: Lenovo Clusters.

Next an abstract of the principal Lenovo clusters is given
in table IV-C.

Table 3: Lenovo Principal Page Categories.

Fields Category I Category II Category III

Id 01 02 03

Color 53,23,174 23.38.174 144,23,174

# Members 23 13 11

Average positive sentiment 4.17% 3.44% 5.08%

Average negative sentiment 2.49% 1.69% 1.88%

Positive standard deviation 0.74% 0.53% 0.83%

Negative standard devialion 0.58% 0.55% 0.39%

Peak emotions

Trust Fear Trust

Anticipation Anticipation Anticipation

Joy Sadness Anger

Peak emotions avg.

3.13% 0.85% 2.89%

2.12% 0.77% 2.38%

1.48% 0.69% 1.23%

The principal clusters for the Lenovo have a great positive
sentiment balance, but in the expressed emotions are included

fear, sadness and anger. This reflect an increment in the

problems related to this equipment.

D. Inference Results

The comparison between the principal clusters is giving the

following conclusions:

The emotions contained in the result pages for the Asus

model have less negative emotions in average. This

means that the community express a favorable emotional

response to the product.
Unlike the Compaq and Lenovo models, the peak neg

ative emotions for the Asus principal clusters do not

contain anger. This is particularly important because it

can be related to a low probability of severe problems.
The previous two points give the Asus model the highest

ranking for the produets.
The low number of page vectors obtained for the Compaq

model is related to the size of the search engine result

set. This confers a low popularity for the product given

mostly by its negative peak emotions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The current increase in the Web data makes necessary new

systems that can analyze and interpret this data to present a

compact summary to the final user to help in the decisión

making process. We believe these novel methodology can be

the base in which many of these systems can be personalized
to supply solutions to the users in the need of methods

of sentiment analysis. Our idea is that the sentimental and

emotional expressions used when describing a product or topic
can be used to form a perception of the community which can

be used to facilitate a decisión. We are looking to expand
the analytical capabilities of the proposed system to better

infer the community expressions to topics as well as produets.
For example, it is necessary to automate the page segregation
into categories (like forums, web sellers, Wikis, index...), and

the generation of executive reports that compare two or more

similar produets to facilitate the decisión making process.
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